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Abstract 

The Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) ran a Global Comparative Study on 

reducing emissions from deforestation, forest degradation and enhancing forest carbon stocks 

(GCS REDD+). This thesis is an outcome evaluation of the Indonesian component of the 

program using a theory-based approach. It examines whether the program was successful in 

generating useful knowledge and supporting the use of it in policy change in Indonesia. The 

change processes are mapped and assessed in a theory of change framework that was developed 

in a participative way and tested qualitatively. Data to test the ToC were obtained from 29 key 

informant interviews, scientific publications and project documents. The study found that 

engagement with partners was a defining step in transferring knowledge. The scientists’ direct 

relationships with influential advisors to policy makers have accelerated knowledge transfer. The 

study finds that research contributed to the knowledge, attitude and skill change of the targeted 

partners, but did not automatically deliver policy change.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

The Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) is an international forestry research 

center based in Indonesia and operating in 31 countries. CIFOR is a nonprofit, scientific 

organization that conducts research on the most pressing challenges of forest management 

around the world. It envisions a more equitable world where forestry and landscapes enhance the 

environment and well-being for all. Its mission is to advance human well-being, equity and 

environmental integrity by conducting innovative research, developing partners’ capacity and 

actively engaging in dialogue with all stakeholders to inform policies and practices that affect 

forests and people (Center for International Forestry Research, 2016). 

CIFOR claims to produce high-quality research and powerful partnerships to help policy 

makers, practitioners and communities make decisions about how they use and manage their 

forests and landscapes (Center for International Forestry Research, 2014). CIFOR conducts 

research as way to contribute to policy and practice change. Hence, CIFOR orients its research 

program in relation to policy change. It produces the knowledge through science and channels it 

to partners and policy makers. It is expected that the knowledge will be utilized as scientific 

reference in policy making. Therefore, CIFOR also aims to help partners and policy makers in 

improving their capacity to use the science for their reference. An organizational theory of 

change was developed to guide CIFOR in achieving long-term impact.  

To achieve long-term impact that is grounded in science, CIFOR relies on three pillars: 

research, capacity development and engagement. They are implemented in the CIFOR research 

thematic areas (Center for International Forestry Research, 2016) 
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This thesis describes and evaluates how CIFOR implements its strategy to produce 

knowledge, improve the capacity of the partners, equip them with knowledge and eventually 

contribute to policy and practice change, through various channel of communication and 

engagement, particularly in Indonesia. Equipping partners, especially policy makers, with 

improved knowledge, attitude and skill (KAS), will eventually change their behavior, which can 

result in changes to practice and policy. 

 

CIFOR’s climate change research  

Given the importance of forests to climate change mitigation and adaptation, international 

negotiations under the aegis of the UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change) have led to an agreement on measures that assist tropical forest countries to 

develop policies and initiatives aimed at reducing emissions from deforestation and forest 

degradation, enhancing forest carbon stocks (REDD+), and fostering the role of forests in 

supporting adaptation to climate change. The importance of forests in these terms was first 

recognized by the UNFCCC at its 2007 13th COP (Conference of the Parties) in Bali. 

CIFOR views climate change research as a priority. CIFOR Strategic Plan 2008–2018 

identifies research on forests and climate change, in terms of both mitigation and adaptation as a 

focus area (Center for International Forestry Research, 2008). Since then, CIFOR has built a 

major research program on forests and climate change, encompassing both mitigation and 

adaptation in Indonesia as part of Global Comparative Study (GCS) on REDD+. GCS REDD+ 

conducted comparative studies of the implementation of REDD+ globally and includes the 

experiences of international, national and subnational REDD+ to identify challenges in designing 
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and implementing effective, efficient and equitable REDD+ policies and projects. For this thesis, 

the research is only focusing on GCS REDD+ in Indonesia. 
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CIFOR REDD+ program 

 

  CIFOR GCS REDD+ research was firstly started in 2009 and ended in 2015. The project 

was mainly funded by the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD), with 

supplementary funds and funds in kind provided by the Australian Agency for International 

Development (AusAID), from the United States Agency for International Development 

(USAID), the United States Forest Service, German Society for International Cooperation (GIZ), 

the European Union (EU), the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland, the David and Lucile 

Packard Foundation and the CGIAR Consortium.  

The GCS REDD+ was organized into five modules (Figure 1) focusing on: governance of 

national climate change policy (Module 1); subnational REDD+ projects (Module 2); emission 

measurement, reporting and verification systems (Module 3); carbon management at the 

landscape scale (Module 4); and knowledge sharing and dissemination (Module 5). The fifth 

module worked cross-cutting into all the modules to outreach the knowledge. The research that 

examined the two phases of GCS REDD+ program was as follows: 

- Phase 1: 2009–2012, building on strong knowledge base and community to apply 

REDD+ expertise in achieving effective efficient and equitable (3Es) REDD+ 

- Phase 2: 2013–2015, generating knowledge to inform and facilitate transformational 

change 
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Figure 1. Relationship between project modules and target audiences 

Source: Retrieved from http://www.cifor.org/gcs/about-gcs-redd/ 

 

 CIFOR (2014) describes the sub-activities as described in Figure 1 as follows: the 

governance of national climate change policy (REDD+ Policies module) that focuses on 

effective, efficient equitable (3E) REDD+ policies, and measures them at the national level. The 

REDD+ subnational initiatives (Subnational module), focuses on assessing the performance of 

REDD+ subnational initiatives, i.e. REDD+ projects implemented by governments and NGOs at 

various level. The measuring carbon emissions (Measuring Carbon Emissions module) focuses 

on measuring carbon emissions and determining forest and carbon reference levels, and works on 

the monitoring, measurement, reporting and verification (MMRV) of forest carbon. The carbon 

management at the landscape scale (Multi-level Governance module), focuses on understanding 

the synergies and trade-offs in joint mitigation and adaptation, and addresses the challenges of 
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multi-level and multi-sectoral governance and carbon management. All the sub-activities above 

are tailored in a communication and outreach strategy under the Communication and Outreach 

module.  

Research aims 
 

This study was designed to examine if and how the GCS-REDD+ research contributed to 

climate change policy in Indonesia. The main research question of the thesis is: Did CIFOR’s 

GCS-REDD+ program contribute to policy and practice in Indonesia? To answer the main 

research question, we break down this question into the following sub-questions: 

 Did the policy makers refer to CIFOR’s research findings when they defined their 

policy on climate change mitigation?  

 Did the discussion on climate change use CIFOR research findings as a scientific 

reference?  

 Was CIFOR as a research organization considered as a source of scientific 

reference for climate change mitigation by all stakeholders? 

 

The broad objective of this research is to evaluate the research effectiveness in 

contributing to policy change. Specifically, it aims to learn how research conducted by CIFOR 

on climate change mitigation has contributed to changes in the knowledge, attitude and skill 

(KAS) of key stakeholders in Indonesia. It also evaluates how CIFOR has communicated the 

knowledge to key partners. Finally, the thesis evaluates how CIFOR can improve its strategy to 

contribute to policy change, and change in the KAS of boundary partners. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

 

This study embraces several approaches, from framing the research, data collection, data 

analysis to eventually drawing the conclusions. The research uses a theory-based evaluation 

approach to examine the contribution of the project to achieving the outcomes toward policy and 

practice change. The observed changes in the framework is the change in behavior based on the 

change in KAS of the target audience.  

The theory-based evaluation for this study is based on the theory of change as the tool. 

The frame maps out the chronological process, from the research, knowledge production, process 

of transferring the knowledge, to how the knowledge produced contributes to policy and practice 

change.  

How the change was brought by the project is evaluated within the framework. In the 

end, the changes experienced by the targeted audiences will depend on how they make the 

decision. In the policy-making process, decision making is discussed in reference to decision-

making theory. 

An alternative to theory-based evaluation to examining a project is the Logical 

Framework Approach (LFA), popularly known as the Logframe. The rationale of using a theory 

of change framework rather than the Logframe in this study was that the theory of change tool 

has deepness and flexibility. A theory of change describes the complexity of a program while the 

Logframe focuses on a specific pathway of the program with a neat and orderly structure (Vogel, 

2012). 
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Theory-based evaluation 

 The theory-based evaluation idea originated from the evaluative research approach that 

was first identified by Edward Suchman in 1967, who set out the notion of programs’ theory. 

Suchman (1968) described evaluative research as a process of determining the value or amount 

of success in achieving a predetermined objective. He stated that evaluation must be approached 

with the logic of the scientific method (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 1985).  

 Theory-based evaluation helps the evaluator to learn what, why, and how the research 

contributes to the policy. It reveals the mechanism of change within a program. The mechanism 

of change is not the explanation of program activities, but the description of response that the 

activities generate (Weiss, 2000). The collection of change mechanisms is described as the 

theories of change. Weiss (1995) explained the benefit of basing the evaluation on these theories 

as they: 

- concentrate evaluation attention and resources on key aspects of the program 

- facilitate aggregation of evaluation results into a broader base of theoretical and program 

knowledge 

- ask program practitioners to make their assumptions explicit and to reach consensus with 

their colleagues about what they are trying to do and why 

- Address the theoretical assumptions embedded in programs and therefore may have more 

influence on both policy and popular opinion. 

Theory-based evaluation requires surfacing the assumptions on which the programs are 

based in considerable detail: what activities are being conducted; what effect each activity will 

have; what is the next step of the program; what the expected response is; and so on until it 

reaches the expected outcomes. The evaluation follows each step in the sequence to see whether 
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the expected mini steps materialize (Brickmayer & Weiss, 2000). Brickmayer and Weiss (2000) 

defined the three factors of success in the theory-based evaluation. The first is how well the 

theory is defined. Many stakeholder groups must be consulted to identify and secure agreement 

on the definition underlying the program. Second is how well program activities reflect the 

assumptions embedded in the theory. The last one is the matter of budget and time allocated. A 

detailed evaluation will be expensive and time consuming.  

Outcome mapping 

Outcome mapping is a project progress measurement system introduced by the 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC). It focuses on a specific type of result: 

outcomes as behavioral change. Outcomes are defined as changes in the behavior, relationships, 

activities, or actions of the people, groups, and organizations with whom a program works 

directly (Earl, Carden, & Smutylo, 2001). The outcomes can be logically linked to a program’s 

activities, although they are not directly caused by them. 

In outcome mapping, the role of boundary partner is crucial. Boundary partners are 

individuals, groups, and organizations with whom the program interacts directly and with whom 

the program anticipates opportunities for influence (Earl, Carden, & Smutylo, 2001) (Olivari & 

Hearn, 2013). Outcome mapping describe the process from project activity to produce output as 

a sphere of control. The stage of outcome is the changes in behavior, as a sphere of influence. 

Eventually, the stage of impact, indicated by the changes in state, as a sphere of interest. 

Outcome mapping is divided into three stages. The first step is intentional design, helping 

a program establish consensus on the macro-level changes. This stage will help the evaluation to 

answer the questions of why (i.e. what is the vision to which the program wants to contribute?), 

who (i.e. who are the boundary partners?), what (i.e. what are the changes that are being sought?) 
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and how (i.e. how will the program contribute to the change process?). The second stage is 

outcome and performance monitoring. This stage provides a framework for the ongoing 

monitoring of the program’s actions and the progress of boundary partners’ achievement of 

outcomes. The last one is evaluation planning. This stage helps the program identify evaluation 

priorities and develop an evaluation plan. 

 

Theory of change framework 

 

The theory of change framework is the tool for evaluating, in a systematic and 

cumulative way, the links between activities, outcomes and context of the initiative. It is an 

outcomes-based approach which applies critical thinking to the design, implementation and 

evaluation of initiatives and programs intended to support change in their contexts. Every 

development program is expected to have a specific theory of change (Weiss, 1995). It is a 

rigorous tool to accommodate a group of stakeholders to articulate the planned, long-term 

outcomes and conditions that they believe can achieve their aims (Taplin & Clark, 2012).  

To operate a theory of change, it must be located within a broader understanding of 

policy. It should not overly focus on higher-end processes; it should move beyond diagrams and 

simple intervention logics, and accept imperfections. The theory of change should be revisited 

recursively as part of program planning and management (Institute of Development Studies, 

2013). 

Within the theory of change framework, boundary partners can deliver the knowledge 

produced from the research activities to the end users. Boundary partners are also defined as the 

agents or actors who play a central role or act as the bridge between the science and practice or 
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policy (Cash, et al., 2002). The boundary partner or organization translates the knowledge to the 

users, and eliminates the gaps between science and practice or policy implementation. The 

theory of change offers a systematic way to explain how a program can bring about the desired 

results. It describes the subsequent chain of outcomes and eventually to impact (Douthwaite, 

Schulz, Olanrewaju, & Ellis-Jones, 2007). This also makes the theory of change different from 

the Logframe that is often used to highlight funders’ expectations about what will happen as the 

program is implemented. The theory of change explains the process in more detail and is 

nonlinear. 

 

Change of knowledge, attitude and skill (KAS) 
 

 Most research activity aims to bring change to the targeted audiences by delivering new 

knowledge. However, research has shown that knowledge instruction alone is a poor agent for 

influencing changes in behavior (Valente, Paredes, & Poppe, 1998). Successful research 

outcomes involve more than knowledge; they involve attitude and behavioral change as well 

(Schrader & Lawless, 2004). 

 The focus of this thesis is on the changes in climate change policy and practice as it 

examines the climate change research conducted by CIFOR. Anderson (2012) stated that it is the 

change of KAS that leads to a change in behavior in terms of climate change adaptation and 

mitigation. The cross-cutting issues that are crucial to realizing climate change awareness are: 

the active participation of the community as agents of change, and enhanced linkages between 

education policy makers and climate researchers to ground educational policy and actions in 

scientific knowledge and expertise (Anderson, 2010).  
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Contribution analysis 
  

The research contribution to a program or agenda of boundary partners is measured by 

implementing contribution analysis. Contribution analysis embraces performance information 

and reporting (Mayne, 2001). “Contribution analysis is the aim to be able to make credible 

causal claims about the contribution and intervention is making to observed result” (Mayne, 

2012). Mayne (2012) describes the contribution analysis as a flow of contribution from activities 

to produce output and deliver outcomes up to end-outcomes. In Mayne’s approach, output, 

outcome, and end-outcome are defined as a result phase. 

 Contribution analysis is useful in situations where the program is not experimental, and 

when the program has been developed based on a theory of change (Mayne, 2008). Theory of 

change and result chains are the key tools in contribution analysis. The contribution story can be 

built with these tools as frameworks. 

 In this thesis, the agents who produce the output and deliver outcomes up to end-

outcomes are the research project, which includes CIFOR and research partners, boundary 

partners and end-knowledge users. CIFOR produces knowledge together with its research 

partners to influence boundary partners and to eventually contribute to the change in KAS of the 

end-knowledge user. The research partner is the party who works directly in the project, together 

with CIFOR who produces and tailors the knowledge. The boundary partner is influenced by the 

research project. The knowledge user is influenced by the boundary partner, and their KAS is 

changed, which eventually results in practice and policy changes. 
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Policy-making process 

 This evaluation examines the CIFOR research contribution to practice and policy change 

in climate change in Indonesia, and therefore we must provide a clear description of the policy-

making process in Indonesia and the power relations. To understand the power relations in the 

policy-making process, one must engage with actors that are involved in the decision-making 

process (Gaventa, 2006). Gaventa (2005) stated that engagement is an important requirement for 

good decision-making. Prior to engagement, actors must be identified and assessed carefully. 

When necessary, the hypothesis of their role must be developed in advance and mapped in an 

analytical framework.  

Indonesia uses the presidential system; the decision-making process is relatively strong at 

the presidential level but weak at the ministerial level. Elected government is in collision with 

various parties, hence ministers often represent and affiliate with government supporting parties. 

Ministers are often weak in the strategic decision-making due to conflict of interests (Datta, et 

al., 2011) (Booth, 2005). 
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology 

 

 This research study uses a theory-based evaluation to map out the research process to 

achieve outputs, outcomes and eventually impact, with the conditions in place and the strategy 

developed. The tool implemented in the theory-based evaluation is the theory of change. The 

structure of the theory of change is described from research activities that embrace knowledge 

generation activities to produce a tailored research product; the research team engages with 

partners to achieve the intermediate outcome and the end of program outcome so that they can 

contribute to policy change, achieve the broader goal and deliver impact (Figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Outline of theory of change framework 

Research activities 

Broader Goal 

Policy Change 

End of program outcome 

Intermediate outcome 

Engagement 

Tailored product 

Knowledge generated 

Knowledge generation 

activities 
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 Each one of the arrows within the theory of change framework indicates an interrelation. 

The arrows show the direction of contribution or influence and whether one contributes to the 

condition or stage of the next box. Each arrow encompasses a hypothesis of change occurring as 

stated in the next box and the hypotheses will be tested based on evidence. The evidence is 

supported by various types of data, such as primary data from interviews and publications. The 

data were triangulated to strengthen the evidence.  

Each of the relations must show if target audiences i.e. boundary partners or end 

knowledge users, are influenced or informed by other actors. Evidence of influence is indicated 

by a change of knowledge, attitude or behavior, and are explored using in-depth interviews and 

focus group discussions.  

This study examines how the process of each node within the theory of change 

framework is operationalized. It tests whether the hypothesized changes have happened. Hence, 

it can describe the strengths and weaknesses of the strategy implemented by CIFOR in 

operationalizing the process up to the end program outcome and contributing to broader change.  

The study elaborates the flow of change within the theory of change; to learn how the 

research program achieved its goal, the study addressed the following leading questions: 

- How has the program activity contributed to its end-of-program outcomes? 

- Are the target audiences using the program’s work? 

- Are the target audiences aware of the program’s work? 

- Has the program produced relevant scientific research to achieve its goals? 

- Has the program been effectively integrated across scales (i.e. subnational, national 

and global)? 

- Has the program used the coherent strategies to achieve its outcomes? 
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GCS REDD+ theory of change 

The theory of change framework was developed using a participatory process with the 

scientists and members of the GCS REDD+ program (Figure 3). The facilitation process was led 

by the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) that was hired as a third party leading the 

evaluation. The facilitation was organized at CIFOR headquarter in Bogor, Indonesia. This final 

theory of change was developed in 2014 when the program was almost ended, and a subset of the 

global theory of change framework.  

The bottom part of Figure 3 is the early stage of knowledge generation, followed by a 

phase when knowledge is generated and tailored. The knowledge is produced and communicated 

to the boundary partners after and during the engagement process. The intermediate outcomes 

stage is the stage when the boundary partners receive the knowledge through publications, 

seminars or other types of communication. The end-of-program outcome stage is the phase when 

the project can contribute to policy change. 
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Figure 3. Theory of change of GCS REDD+
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The policy change and broader goals often take a very long time to happen, which is 

often beyond a project’s time duration. This change is expected to occur when boundary partners 

and end knowledge users are equipped. The stages within the theory of change are defined in 

Table 1 below.  

Table 1.  

Steps of theory of change framework 

Program logic steps Expected results 

Knowledge generation 

activities 
 Stakeholders identified and engaged 

 Partners identified & engaged 

 Data and key information collected 

 Research instrument developed 

 Project sites mapped 

 Research analyses coproduced with partners  

Knowledge generated  A set of key knowledge components identified 

Tailored products  Knowledge components tailored as specific products 

Engagement (communication 

& dissemination) 
 Effective communication channel  

 Knowledge products identified  

 Knowledge products disseminated 

Research outcomes  Boundary partners and other actors in the policy 

communities informed through studies on Indonesia 

REDD+ policy context 

 Boundary partners and other actors changed knowledge, 

attitudes skills and capacities, manifested as changed 

behavior 

End-of-program outcomes  Policy community’s learning improved 

 Research and related processes influence policy 

discourse and documents  

 Key REDD+ policy actors design REDD+ policies with 

3E objectives 

 Informed CIFOR outputs disseminated by CIFOR 

partners 

Policy change  Implemented REDD+ financing and policies aligned 

with 3E objectives 

 Established REDD+ system and institution aligned with 

3E objectives 
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 Figure 3 and Table 1 above described how the program operationalizes the theory of 

change to achieve the end program outcomes. The specific end program outcomes as described 

by CIFOR are as follows: 

- Improved policy learning from global comparison with Indonesia 

- The Indonesia Center for Environmental Law (ICEL) and Institute for Press and 

Development (LSPP), research and boundary partners of Module 1, adopt CIFOR co-

produced research outputs in their contribution to designing Indonesia REDD+ policy 

- REDD+ Agency was established to design REDD+ policies that are 3E+ 

- New forest concession permit moratorium 

- Journalists disseminate GCS key findings in their media publications 

- Informed grass roots NGOs on tenure reform 

- Developed capacity of local communities 

 

Data collection 

 The data used to test the theory of change are evidences from key informant interviews, 

focused group discussion, literature review, policy review, workshop proceedings, minutes of 

meetings and popular publication, i.e. television, radio, newspaper, magazine, social media and 

online media. 

Twenty-nine respondents from different organizations were interviewed. They were 

individuals or organizations that related to the project at different levels, as the research partners, 

boundary partners or knowledge users. Research partners were directly involved in the research 

activities. Boundary partners are those who will be influenced by the project. The knowledge 
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users are those who will be influenced by the project or boundary partner, and will have their 

KAS changed, which will eventually result in changes to practice and policy.  

Each line of relation within the theory of change framework was tested based on in-depth 

interview of the key respondents who could provide evidence of the relation. Interviews of two 

key respondents were conducted to get the evidence, but due to complication or exclusivity of 

the relationships, a few hypotheses were tested based on just one key informant interview and 

supported by other evidence, such as reports, new articles, scientific articles or other written 

evidence. 

The respondents were selected from different groups of policy makers or government 

officials and independent parties. Their level of involvement with CIFOR GCS REDD+ research 

was varied. Some respondents were research partners, who understood and were familiar with 

the research activities. Other respondents were boundary partners who had an indirect 

relationship with the research project but were identified as a target audience that would be 

influenced by the research. Others were not connected to the research in any way, but were 

familiar with the topic while other respondents were end knowledge users. The respondents of 

the study represented the following organizations: 

- International agencies; international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and 

donor agencies. These organizations are involved in work to promote REDD 

- National policy organizations; CIFOR’ research partners and non-CIFOR’s research 

partners. These are organizations that are active in REDD+ policy advocacy in 

Indonesia. 

- Government agencies/ units, include several different ministries or agencies that are 

involved in REDD+ discussion and are responsible for policy related to REDD+. 
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- The media including journalists who have previously engaged with CIFOR. 

- REDD+ proponents – organizations with which CIFOR is actively engaging to 

promote REDD+ or similar activities at community level. They may be national 

branches of international organizations, national NGOs or private sector companies. 

- Other NGOs, who are working on REDD+ relevant issues, e.g. land tenure, with 

whom CIFOR is not working directly, but who may use the results of CIFOR’s 

research. 

- Other researchers, including CIFOR research partners and other researchers with 

whom CIFOR has had no direct interaction. 

 

 Data were collected using in-depth interviews by implementing a responsive interviewing 

model. Responsive interviewing model is a style of in-depth interviewing that treats the 

interviewees more as partners than as subjects of research (Rubin & Rubin, 2011). This is the 

most suitable approach used in the outcome assessment, as the respondents are experts and some 

were senior or in highly ranked positions in their organization. Treating them as a partner or as 

resource person in an interview would be more likely to make them feel comfortable in sharing 

their knowledge. Through a responsive interviewing model, the respondents will have an 

opportunity to provide feedback on the theory of change framework. It will affect the next 

interview or change the list of respondents that will be interviewed later. 

 The in-depth interview used semi-structured questionnaires. The questionnaire was 

divided into four sections: general questions; specific questions related to the theory of change to 

test the relation described in the framework; questions on communication of the GCS REDD+ 
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project to the audience; and closing questions that addressed the role of CIFOR in REDD+ in 

Indonesia.  

 Results from the in-depth interviews were fine-tuned and verified through a focus group 

discussion (FGD) that involved 23 participants. The purpose was to get clarity and consensus on 

the results gathered from the in-depth interview, identify the milestones and discuss the evolution 

of REDD+ history in Indonesia. The participants in the focus group represented the same group 

of respondents in earlier in-depth interviews. The FGD was divided into four discussion sessions: 

- Session 1: Evolution of REDD+ in Indonesia 

- Session 2: Factors contributing to REDD+ story in Indonesia 

- Session 3: The role of research-based information 

- Session 4: General impressions 

In order to anticipate the controversial issues while maintaining the depth of the 

discussion, the FGD applied the Chattam House Rule. The Chattam House Rule (2016) says: 

“participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of 

the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.” It originated at Chatham 

House, UK with the purpose of providing anonymity to speakers and to encourage openness and 

sharing of information. It is now used widely too for freedom of discussion (Chattam House, 

2016). 

The process in the FGD, from drawing up the plan, developing the survey tools and 

collecting the data, involved input from the scientists from the GCS REDD+ project, the 

Monitoring and Evaluation team from CIFOR and co-facilitated by ODI.  
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Analysis 

 The observed variables of this study were a change in KAS of stakeholders within the 

theory of change. This study learned whether the knowledge produced and tailored by the 

CIFOR REDD+ program has contributed to a change of KAS of each partner in their relationship 

as explained in the theory of change. 

 A key statement from the respondent will be extracted to rationalize the process 

described within the theory of change. The questions were framed in a way that tested the 

relationships within the theory of change. Responses were triangulated with responses from other 

respondents and written evidence, e.g. media, minutes of meetings or workshops and scientific 

articles. If the evidence was found to support the relationship or event, then the test could 

continue to the next relationship. However, when the evidence was absence, the relationship was 

dropped or revised. This analysis was conducted using the result and evidence table tools. 

Furthermore, the result collected from in-depth interviews and tabulated in the result and 

evidence table were finetuned and enriched through a time-line analysis in a FGD.  

  

Result and evidence table  

The results of the in-depth interviews were tabulated in the results table, and the 

reference of the results were listed in the evidence table. Results and evidence collected from the 

interview were cross-checked with the statement and tested the hypothesis in the theory of 

change framework.  

The levels of evidence in the result table were ranked into three confidence levels: high, 

moderate and low. High confidence was indicated by evidence provided in a written document 

supported by formal institutions such as journal publishers or CIFOR or an official government 
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website, and/or if the evidence was supported by more than two respondents. Moderate 

confidence was ascribed to evidence that was written in a formal text but implicitly expressed 

and/or was supported by two respondents. Low confidence was evidence that was written in a 

text provided by a third party and/or that relied on a single respondent’s claim. 
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion 

 

The milestone of the REDD+ in Indonesia is described by the time-line analysis (Figure 

4) that was developed by the FGD. This time line will give us a picture of the process of REDD+ 

history in Indonesia and the relevance of GCS REDD+ research to policy change in Indonesia. 

  

Figure 4. History of REDD+ in Indonesia 

 

 The bold text in the figure above indicates the important milestones of REDD+ in 

Indonesia started by COP XIII in Bali, Indonesia in 2007. The government’s commitment is to 

reduce carbon emission by 26% by 2020. A Letter of Intent (LoI) between the Government of 

Indonesia and Government of Norway was finalized in 2010. Presidential Decree No. 16/ 2015 

that defined the new structure of Ministry of Environment and Forestry was an important 

milestone in Indonesia’s history. 
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The result and evidence tables represent the summary results of data collection and 

supporting evidence. They test the relation presented within the theory of change framework. 

The second section discusses the result of FGD that analyzes the time line and evolution of 

REDD+ in Indonesia and their contributing factors. Both results are explored in their relation to 

the policy-making process in Indonesia and CIFOR’s strategy to contribute to policy change and 

impact. 

 

Results and evidence table 

 The findings are presented from the lowest to the highest level in the theory of change. 

They are organized as follows: the knowledge generation activities and the knowledge 

coproduction at the first level within the framework, the engagement phase, achieving 

intermediate outcome, and how the program reaches the end of program outcomes and 

eventually contributes to policy change. 

 

Knowledge generation activities and knowledge coproduction 

CIFOR’s research on GCS REDD+ conducted the research and produced the knowledge 

in the following areas: governance of national climate change policy (Module 1); REDD+ 

projects mechanism at the subnational level (Module 2); and emission measurement, reporting 

and verification systems (Module 3). The research focus on carbon management at the landscape 

scale was dropped during the project, in anticipation of the implementation of the main three 

focus areas and until the REDD+ mechanism was in place. 
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Governance of national climate change policy 

Research on the governance of national climate change policy was divided into five 

streams of research and collaboration with various partners in producing the knowledge. The 

streams were: 

- Discourse analysis: REDD+ politics in the media – produced the knowledge of the 

REDD+ discussion in Indonesia in the political context and how the media discussed 

and promoted REDD+ in Indonesia 

- Country profiles: Drivers, agents, and institutions – described the national 

circumstances related to the REDD+ discussion and the obstacles that must be 

overcome to implement REDD+ in Indonesia. It described the challenges of REDD+ 

implementation – land tenure clarity and aligning legal frameworks; protecting the 

rights of forest-dependent communities and vulnerable groups; sectoral focus; and the 

decentralization process and local governance (Indrarto, et al., 2012). The research 

was in collaboration with ICEL, an NGO in Indonesia, which is well known for its 

experience in policy research. 

- Policy network analysis: Actors and power structures – described the problem of 

REDD+ in Indonesia and looked at the policy actors and their networks.  

- Methods – analyzed the REDD+ policies and processes in Indonesia. 

- Other issues related to REDD+ policy and networks – studied the other governance 

issues related to REDD+ policy and network in Indonesia. 
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REDD+ at the subnational level 

REDD+ at the subnational level studied the ongoing REDD+ project initiatives on the 

ground at the subnational level. The national REDD+ mechanism was not yet ready during the 

research period; therefore the initiatives were only implemented at the subnational level, at a 

small-scale or village level. This activity collaborated with six proponents at the subnational 

level: Ulu Masen REDD+ Aceh, The Nature Conservancy (TNC); Berau Forest Carbon Program 

(BFCP); Rimba Raya Biodiversity Reserve Project; Fauna & Flora International (FFI) Indonesia/ 

Ketapang Community Carbon Pools (KCCP) and the Katingan Peatland Restoration and 

Conservation Project. Together with the proponents, CIFOR learned how the community could 

benefit from the Carbon Payment Program and what system worked on the ground. During the 

evaluation, the data were still being analyzed but the proponents learned about the monitoring 

tools that were introduced by CIFOR. The research on REDD+ at the subnational level produced 

case studies on various mechanism of so-called REDD+ mechanism initiated by the proponents. 

The local REDD+ initiatives were implemented in different ways in different places, by 

adjusting to the local context. This research showed that it is important to understand the local 

context prior to implementing REDD+.  

 

Measuring carbon emissions 

Measuring carbon emissions was focusing on producing results for the monitoring, 

reporting and verification (MRV) of carbon emissions. The MRV research produced the 

knowledge on how to measure the deforestation rate in the country and assess the level of 

emissions from forest and wetlands. It also came up with a method to measure the below-ground 

biomass in peatlands and examine the national capacity of MRV.  
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Knowledge on the below-ground biomass, carbon stocks in mangroves and peatlands is 

the remit of the GCS REDD+ project research on MRV compared to MRV research from other 

organizations. Experts from CIFOR are being cited in this area by other researchers and 

government.  

 

Knowledge generated and tailored products 

The GCS REDD+ project published 88 publications; 42 of them were peer-reviewed 

journal articles and the rest were non-peer-reviewed publications. The peer-reviewed journal 

publications and the non-peer-reviewed publications were aimed at different target audiences. 

Many of the non-peer-reviewed articles repackaged the peer-reviewed publications – they were 

written in layperson’s language and targeted the nonscientific community, e.g. policy briefs that 

targeted the government. The peer-reviewed publications helped to establish the credibility of the 

science. The governance and policy of REDD+ in Indonesia sub-activity published 4 peer-

reviewed journal articles and 10 non-peer-reviewed publications. Subnational REDD+ initiatives 

sub-activity published 5 peer-reviewed journal articles and 14 non-peer reviewed articles and 

books. The MRV research was the most productive sub-activity; this sub-activity produced 33 

peer-reviewed journal articles and 22 non-peer-reviewed publications.  

Research on the governance and policy of REDD+ in Indonesia published a working 

paper with research partners on the context of REDD+ in Indonesia. This publication met the 

need of the research partner to develop a policy recommendation for government on REDD+ 

governance. This publication was referred by ICEL in two publications on the forest governance 

guideline and forest governance index. 
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Research on the REDD+ subnational initiative produced an empirical study. These 

publications met the demand of the proponents to incorporate the lessons learned from other 

REDD+ initiatives. 

Several publications on the MRV research are quite well known by the partners and 

researchers. The book Analysing REDD+: Challenges and Choices was mentioned frequently by 

the respondents during the interview, as a book that explains what REDD+ is. Government 

officials also mentioned this publication as a reference in evaluating policy on the logging 

moratorium. The publication on exploring different forest definitions is mentioned frequently 

and is influenced by researchers and cited by government on the FREL policy document, 

together with five other peer-reviewed journal articles produced by the GCS REDD+ research on 

the MRV. 

The main issue raised by CIFOR partners and respondents in CIFOR publications was the 

language used. Indonesian audiences expected CIFOR to produce more pop-science articles and 

publications in Indonesian. The expectation was that the research would be easily digested by a 

wider audience and not be exclusive to the scientific arena. 

 

Engagement (Communication and dissemination) 

An engagement strategy was developed to channel the knowledge produced and tailored 

to the boundary partners, policy makers and the wider audience. Different modules used different 

engagement strategies. 
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Specific engagement of Governance and REDD+ Policy in Indonesia 

In studying the governance, policy and the actors of the REDD+ in Indonesia, CIFOR 

engaged with ICEL. ICEL was a research partner as well as a boundary partner, with the 

expectation that ICEL would utilize what they have learned in their collaboration with CIFOR in 

providing inputs to REDD+ policy to government. ICEL was chosen due to their experience and 

reputation as a government counterpart in doing policy research. Some ICEL researchers were 

already working with CIFOR to produce publications on policy network analysis.  

 

CIFOR REDD+ specific engagement at the subnational level 

CIFOR engaged with five REDD+ research partners and collaborated with them in 

learning how the REDD+ initiative was implemented on the ground. These five research partners 

were also called proponents, as they initiated the so-called REDD+ implementation on the 

ground on a village scale. CIFOR and REDD+ proponents learned what would be the impact of 

the REDD+ initiatives implementation at the household and community level. In the beginning, 

the engagement with one of the proponents was relatively slow, due to unclear commitment from 

both sides. However, this problem was solved by sharing knowledge among partners and 

developing stronger commitment. Proponents claimed that they used CIFOR survey tools for the 

monitoring and evaluation of local REDD+ initiatives. They contributed to the research and 

knowledge production of the subnational REDD+ initiative research with CIFOR. The REDD+ 

proponents co-authored the REDD+ on the ground, published by CIFOR. 

During this study, the evaluation didn’t go further to the local government at the 

subnational level due to time and resource limitations, and the adoption in the subnational level 

has not yet happened. This was because the national REDD+ policy was not yet in place.  
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Training and capacity building in MRV 

CIFOR engaged with government research agency and MRV Working Group under the 

REDD+ agency. CIFOR hired two technical staff from the Planning Agency of the Ministry of 

Forestry (MoF) to work with MRV GCS REDD+ team to develop forest reference emission 

levels (FREL). During the contract period, the MoF staff had full access to CIFOR’s research on 

REDD+ and below-ground biomass from CIFOR scientists. In return, CIFOR also accessed the 

data produced by MoF to produce the science.  

The technical staff who worked with CIFOR were equipped with knowledge produced by 

CIFOR. CIFOR contributed to the national MRV formulation. The Indonesian FREL document 

cited journal articles published by CIFOR scientists.  

 

Tailored and effective media outreach 

CIFOR GCS REDD+ engaged with the media and organized a series of media training 

sessions for journalists. The training sessions were aimed to equip the journalists with sufficient 

and reliable information in relation to climate change, especially REDD+. CIFOR had the 

knowledge that was to be communicated to the journalists. This approach provided the journalist 

with opportunities to interact directly with the scientists who produced the knowledge. The 

scientists could communicate reliable information to the journalists. Reciprocally, the journalists 

explored further the information they received from the scientists.  

The CIFOR/FORDA (Forest Research and Development Agency under MoF) co-

managed REDD-I website (http://redd-indonesia.org) was an important outreach tool by CIFOR. 

This website improved access to the science produced by CIFOR GCS REDD+ project. REDD-I 

http://redd-indonesia.org/
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has become a major website for the FORDA on REDD+ topics. Science produced by CIFOR and 

its partners are distributed monthly through an online bulletin to the FORDA scientists and wider 

community of MoF. Through this collaboration, the FORDA media and communication team 

learned how to manage the website and communicated the scientific products to a wider 

audience. 

Tailoring an effective media outreach was achieved by FORDA, as the partner in 

disseminating the research result to research in the FORDA, Ministry of Forestry. However, 

there was no strong evidence to claim the same with regard to the public media. There are many 

media organizations in Indonesia that talked about climate change but CIFOR engaged with only 

a few of them. Furthermore, this evaluation did not find how the readers reacted to the articles 

written by the journalist in their printed newspaper.  

 

Researchers engaged with policy makers and donors 

CIFOR engagements with policy makers and donors started at the Indonesian Forest 

Climate Alliance (IFCA) conference in 2007. In 2008, 12 CIFOR researchers contributed to the 

IFCA report on reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in Indonesia. The 

report was a government document, published by Ministry of Forestry and became a stepping 

stone to REDD+ in Indonesia.  

In 2010, CIFOR hosted a REDD civil society seminar that was sponsored and organized 

by NORAD. This seminar aimed to gather ideas from civil society prior to a Letter of Intent 

(LoI) agreement between the Government of Indonesia and the Norwegian Government. Results 

from the seminar then fed into the substance of the LoI. It was an important milestone for CIFOR 
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to engage not only with donor and government but with wider civil society organizations 

(CSOs). 

After the LoI, CIFOR frequently met with donor agencies, i.e. UNORCID and the 

Norwegian Embassy in Jakarta to discuss about REDD+. The donor labeled CIFOR as an 

“honest broker”, due to its role in providing an objective perspective and knowledge related to 

climate change, especially REDD+. CIFOR maintain this role and kept its credibility to balance 

the relationship with national stakeholders and its reputation of being impartial. 

REDD+ task force under the Government of Indonesia, i.e. REDD+ agency, formerly 

known as REDD+ task force, acknowledged CIFOR’s role as a reliable science provider. One of 

CIFOR’s senior scientists was frequently invited by the agency to provide advice, not only on 

formal occasions but also informally. CIFOR was considered to have both a global and a national 

view on REDD+ and more importantly, CIFOR was judged to be impartial. But the technical 

team on MRV expected CIFOR to be better represented. In most of the MRV technical 

discussions, CIFOR was represented by junior scientists. 

FORDA had different judgments of CIFOR engagement. FORDA as the closest partner, 

hoped CIFOR would have a larger collaboration and knowledge sharing with FORDA. CIFOR 

developed a strong partnership with REDD+ agency but had less collaboration with the Ministry 

of Environment and Forestry (MoEF) (formerly known as the Ministry of Forestry [MoF]). 

High-ranking officials from FORDA, donor agencies and some NGOs highlighted this issue. At 

least five key informants from donor agencies, NGOs and government stated that CIFOR 

produced robust and good quality science, but stated that it had to improve its engagement with 

MoEF to contribute to policy change. 
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Figure 5. Test the theory of change based on evidence found 
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Intermediate outcomes 

 Achievement of these outcomes meant that CIFOR could achieve the REDD+ end-of-

program outcomes. This stage is showing evidence that partners are informed or equipped after 

being engaged with CIFOR. The target audiences were: research partners, policy makers and the 

media. Figure 5 shows which of the intermediate outcomes were achieved, partially achieved and 

not achieved or not yet achieved. 

 

Informed ICEL and LSPP by coproduced research, and CIFOR build capacity of LSPP and 

ICEL 

CIFOR informed and coproduced research with ICEL on the REDD+ context in 

Indonesia. Together with ICEL who was examining the governance of national climate change 

policy, CIFOR coproduced the knowledge on the challenges of REDD+ in Indonesia. ICEL in 

their two publications on forest governance cited their joint publication with CIFOR. 

Before working with CIFOR, ICEL researchers had limited research project experience in 

climate change especially in REDD+, but after working with CIFOR, one of the ICEL staff 

claimed that they had better experience and understanding to run research projects in REDD+. 

However, this did not mean that the organization was suitably equipped. The researchers who 

worked with CIFOR on the GCS REDD+ improved their personal capacity and moved to other 

organizations to continue their personal development. The researchers who were partially 

engaged with the CIFOR project were not fully aware of the knowledge transfer. LSPP was 

another NGO that was supposed to work with CIFOR in the same stream as ICEL. However, 

there was no evidence of LSPP collaboration by CIFOR. During the evaluation, none of key 
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informants from LSPP agreed to do an interview. Therefore, for this intermediate outcome, the 

target is partially achieved (Figure 5).  

 

CIFOR informed global REDD+ research and policy communities through learning from 

Indonesia’s case studies 

CIFOR communicated the lessons learned from the Indonesian REDD+ context to the 

global REDD+ community through global large-scale events, such as Forest Day and Global 

Landscape Forum. These events were recognized by some international NGOs as influential and 

as having a significant presence in the UNFCCC Conference. CIFOR has been as effective as the 

media in informing the global audience through this event. However, this research study did not 

trace if the global audiences were equipped through this dissemination effort. 

According to some donors and international NGOs, CIFOR has a strong lobby at the 

global level. However, this was not reflected in CIFOR’s presence at the national level. This 

indicated the gap between global and national outreach efforts. CIFOR uses different channels 

and modes of outreach when reaching national compared to global stakeholders. Individual 

relations have a significant role in liaising with national partners. A couple of international 

NGOs recognized CIFOR’s work on climate change mitigation but were not aware of the 

specific work at the national level, i.e. CIFOR’s work on the REDD+ context in Indonesia. 

CIFOR effectively uses its status and network as an international organization to engage with its 

strategic global partners. 
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CIFOR built capacity of MoF through the REDD-I website  

CIFOR had successfully built the capacity of REDD-I website team from FORDA. They 

learned how to translate scientific article into layperson’s language for a general audience. 

Furthermore, FORDA has learned from CIFOR on how to manage their own website. CIFOR 

and FORDA mutually benefited in managing the REDD-I website. CIFOR used the website to 

outreach the research products to government officials and FORDA referred the website as a 

source of knowledge and accessing broader scientific products, and not only from CIFOR, i.e. 

scientific journal articles. CIFOR supported the REDD-I website team until 2014. Then by the 

end of 2014, the website management was fully handed over to FORDA and dominated by 

FORDA research publications.  

High-ranking officials from FORDA acknowledged the collaboration on REDD-I website 

as one of the formal successful collaborations and capacity building initiatives between CIFOR 

and FORDA. The REDD-I website administrators and managers from FORDA claimed to have 

their capacity built through the collaboration with CIFOR in developing and administering the 

website. Three specific capacities were: skill in managing website professionally, translating the 

scientific product into popular science and targeting the scientific community with good quality 

publications. 

 

CIFOR informed journalist on GCS REDD+ key findings 

The mainstream printed and online media in Indonesia has adopted two key findings of 

GCS REDD+ research, they are: challenge to REDD+ mechanism in mitigating deforestation 

and REDD+ mechanism has to be financially interesting and REDD+ as an idea is a success but 
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implementing it is fraught with challenges. A total of 225 media articles (printed and online) on 

CIFOR’s research results were published between January 2010 and December 2014. 

 

CIFOR improved capacity of MRV Working Group  

CIFOR MRV team has contributed the capacity development of MRV Working Group 

from the REDD+ agency. Members of MRV Working Group from the MoF were hired by 

CIFOR to develop CIFOR FREL in early 2014. A few months later, they joined the MRV 

Working Group REDD+ agency in mid-2014. Yet, when they started to engage with CIFOR, 

they already had advanced skills in REDD+. However, working with CIFOR has given them full 

access to CIFOR’s research on carbon biomass and climate change. The data on below-ground 

biomass generated by Daniel Murdiyarso and Kristel Hergoualc’h from CIFOR were adopted by 

REDD+ agency MRV Working Group. The MRV Working Group members acknowledged 

CIFOR’s expertise in this area of research. CIFOR’s research in collaboration with FORDA, on 

the Indonesian Carbon Accounting System (INCAS) was adopted by MRV Working Group. The 

same scientists who worked on the MRV and INCAS had accelerated the adoption of the 

knowledge. 

   

CIFOR provided input to LoI between the Government of Indonesia and Norway 

CIFOR contributed to the LoI of the Government of Indonesia and the Government of 

Norway. The workshop hosted by CIFOR on behalf of NORAD in Bogor gathered inputs for the 

LoI from civil society across Indonesia. CIFOR was seen by NORAD as an independent research 

organization and has long experience in working in forestry and climate change mitigation in 

Indonesia.  
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A senior scientist from CIFOR indicated that CIFOR came with an idea that developed 

plantations in Indonesia would not be enough to meet the commitment of reducing carbon 

emission to 26% as promised by Government of Indonesia, therefore the idea of a moratorium 

was raised. However, based on our interview with former advisor of Norway's International 

Climate and Forest Initiative (NICFI), CIFOR has contributed to the LoI, but there was no 

evidence that CIFOR had raised the point about a moratorium. According to the key informant 

from the international donor agency, the moratorium idea was raised by NGOs in Indonesia 20 

years ago, e.g. The Indonesian Forum for Environment (Walhi) and Indonesian Indigenous 

Peoples Alliance (AMAN). The donor agency acknowledged that CIFOR’s research on 

reforestation fund had been considered as one point in the LoI, especially the possibility of the 

reforestation agenda and the urgency of having an independent agency to manage REDD+. 

 

CIFOR research informed the REDD+ proponents  

The REDD+ proponents claimed that they have used CIFOR survey tools to evaluate 

their program on the ground. The experience of implementing the REDD+ trial by the 

proponents was published by CIFOR in collaboration with the REDD+ proponents in a REDD+ 

case study book – REDD+ on the ground. This book enabled each proponent to learn about the 

implementation from other sites with similar challenges. 

 

End-of-program outcome 

The final influence of the project on the research and boundary partners is described in 

the end-of-program outcome stage. The evaluation tested whether CIFOR had contributed and 

influenced the partners. The hypothesized end-program outcomes were: equipping the grass-
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roots NGOs, developing the capacity of local communities, ensuring journalists disseminated the 

key findings in their media, forest moratorium, establishing a REDD+ agency, ensuring ICEL 

and LSPP adopted CIFOR coproduced research, and improving policy learning from a global 

comparison with Indonesia. Legend in Figure 5 indicates where the end-program outcomes were 

achieved, partially achieved, not achieved or not yet achieved. 

 

Informed and equipped grass-roots NGOs on tenure reform 

A grass-roots NGO (HUMA), reacted to CIFOR’s publication on tenure and argued about 

the recommendation of the tenure article. CIFOR analysis recommended that customary land 

must be excluded from state forest as it will not lead to 3E REDD+ (carbon-effective, cost-

efficient and equitable carbon and non-carbon benefits), but will potentially make customary 

land tradable. HUMA, a grass-roots NGO, strongly disagreed with this result. This finding has 

stimulated further discussion on land tenure reform. 

Indonesian Indigenous Peoples Alliance (AMAN), the strong advocate of the land tenure 

reform, were warned about this caveat. Hence AMAN and HUMA analyzed further about the 

risk of the land tenure reform policy.  

 

Journalists disseminated the key findings in their media 

The journalists who participated in the two media training sessions informed their 

audiences and readers of the key findings of GCS REDD+. Between May 2011 and November 

2014, 225 articles in Indonesian media cited CIFOR GCS REDD+ key findings in their 

publications. Some major articles discussed the REDD+ financial scheme, reforestation fund and 

corruption. Wahono (2011) raised the risk of REDD+ initiative being involved in corruption by 
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quoting a CIFOR scientist statement. Another subnational media quoted GCS REDD+ key 

findings, REDD+ as an idea is a success but stated that implementing it was fraught with 

challenges. The technical challenges were workable, but the main problems were political ones 

(Borneo Climate Change, 2012).  

In a book launch and national seminar on forestry in Jakarta, a journalist from the 

mainstream media in Indonesia presented the forest logging moratorium in Indonesia that he had 

learned about in the media training given by CIFOR. From the interview, the journalist 

acknowledged that they were equipped with CIFOR’s research on climate change.  

 

ICEL and LSPP use their coproduced research with CIFOR to contribute to policy change 

ICEL and LSPP were hypothesized to use their coproduced research with CIFOR in their 

contribution to designing Indonesia REDD+ policies. In their publication on forest governance, 

ICEL cited the joint publication with CIFOR. ICEL indicated that collaboration with CIFOR had 

enriched their experience in doing research on REDD+ Policy Network Analysis. However, 

ICEL also worked with other organizations, hence CIFOR’s approach was not the only reference 

to their strategy to communicate with government to influence policy on REDD+. Unfortunately, 

the key researchers from ICEL who worked with CIFOR during the GCS REDD+ program have 

left the organization in advancing their careers. Therefore, it was difficult to find the evidence of 

knowledge transfer from CIFOR to ICEL. There was no evidence that LSPP was involved. There 

were no publications coproduced with LSPP. The target of having ICEL and LSPP coproducing 

research and contributing to policy making in Indonesia was not achieved. 
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Forest moratorium 

The Forest Moratorium Policy was hypothesized as an outcome of the LoI. Verchot et al. 

(2010) found that the forest logging moratorium was one way out of reducing emissions. 

Planting trees all over the country to sequestrate the carbon emissions would not be enough. 

However, there was no evidence that CIFOR provided direct input to Presidential Instruction No. 

10/ 2011, the policy on the forest logging concession moratorium. According to the donor 

agency who was involved in the LoI drafting, the Indonesian Indigenous Peoples Alliance 

(AMAN) and The Indonesian Forum for Environment (WALHI) campaigned for the forest 

logging moratorium since early in the reform era in 2000. CIFOR contributed with other 

stakeholders to the idea of a forest logging moratorium through the LoI. 

After this policy was released, CIFOR analyzed the consequences and risks of the forest 

logging moratorium. Murdiyarso et al. (2011) flagged the momentum of the forest moratorium 

policy and criticized the policy as it did not include secondary forest and logged-over forest. This 

publication was claimed by the former policy maker to have contribution to Presidential 

Instruction No. 6/2013, a revision of the former forest logging concession moratorium, 

Presidential Instruction No. 11/2011.  

 

REDD+ agency establishment 

The REDD+ agency was established in 2013, as an outcome of the LoI of Government of 

Indonesia (GoI) and Government of Norway (GoN) in 2010. The establishment of an 

independent agency to manage REDD+ was very urgent. It was learned from the experience that 

the reforestation fund was not managed properly, so it was necessary to develop an independent 

body to manage the REDD+ fund (Barr, Dermawan, Purnomo, & Komarudin, 2010). The high-
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ranking official from the REDD+ agency specifically referred to this finding as a rationale for 

REDD+ agency establishment. 

 

Improved policy learning from global comparison with Indonesia 

There was improved policy learning from global comparison with Indonesia. An 

international NGO recognized CIFOR’s work on REDD+ and was aware that CIFOR informed 

global audiences through CIFOR events such as the Forest Day and the Global Landscape 

Forum. CIFOR’s global work had been benefiting global and national stakeholders to learn about 

REDD+ in other countries. However, there was no evidence that the knowledge generated had 

been contributing to improved policy learning. CIFOR’s first Forest Day was held in Bali, in 

2007 during the COP 13. Since 2013, in Warsaw, the Forest Day was transformed into the 

Global Landscape Forum and CIFOR had been using this forum to disperse CIFOR research 

results to a global audience.  

 

Policy change 

 There were policy changes that the GCS REDD+ program was meant to contribute to. 

First, CIFOR had contributed REDD+ knowledge to the ICEL researchers. ICEL cited the joint 

publication with CIFOR in their two published documents on forest governance guidelines and 

index. However, there was no evidence that ICEL’s recommendation led to policy change. 

Second, CIFOR had contributed to the establishment of REDD+ agency through input to LoI 

between the Indonesian and Norwegian governments. CIFOR had actively engaged and 

contributed to REDD+ agency by transferring knowledge produced by the GCS REDD+ project.  
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Third, CIFOR had contributed to the REDD+ National Strategy. A CIFOR scientist was 

actively involved in drafting the document. The REDD+ National Strategy is based on five 

principles: effectiveness, efficiency, fairness, transparency and accountability. It is obvious that 

the five principles in the strategy have included the 3E+ principles recommended by CIFOR 

GCS REDD+ research. The FREL document was released and submitted by the Government of 

Indonesia at COP 21 Paris 2015. A total of 36% of the scientific peer-reviewed journal 

references in the FREL are CIFOR’s scientific publications, mostly from GCS REDD+ key 

findings. 

The fourth element is REDD+ proponents considered the 3E+ (5 principles) REDD+ 

implementation as stated in the REDD+ National Strategy had to be implemented consistently. It 

is important to maintain the fairness and transparency and effectiveness to achieve the objectives 

of REDD+. The benefits must be distributed fairly across communities and stakeholders. 

  

Discussion 

The GCS REDD+ project faced political and organizational dynamics in Indonesia in 

contributing to practice and policy change. Political changes caused a delay in decision making 

about REDD+ in Indonesia – decisions were made only after the new president was officially 

sworn in in October 2014. The CIFOR partner had its own dynamic. The researchers from NGOs 

who were involved in GCS REDD+ project were supposed to play the role of agents of change to 

their organization. However, they left and advanced their careers in new places without 

transferring the knowledge to the organization. This created a gap with the researchers who 

stayed in the NGOs. 
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The research had been planned to channel the knowledge to boundary partners, 

communities and government as the policy makers. However, the project as part of an 

organization and CIFOR as a single organization must be able to adjust to transfer the knowledge 

and share the research key findings of the national dynamics. 

CIFOR had to adjust with the government transition up to the end of 2014. The newly 

elected government didn’t make any significant policy changes until early 2015. Therefore, 

during the COP in Lima in December 2014, the Government of Indonesia did not submit the 

FREL, because the domain of the FREL was unclear. There was a long debate between MoEF 

and REDD+ agency, who was responsible and had the authority to prepare and implement 

REDD+ policy.  

Eventually, after the president of the Republic of Indonesia announced the new structure 

of Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF), a fusion of two ministries, Ministry of 

Environment and Ministry of Forestry, and including the REDD+ agency under this ministry, the 

FREL was submitted in November 2015, during the COP XXI in Paris. The continuation of 

REDD+ was discussed in a very long rely with various stakeholders and donors. 

  

Policy-making process in REDD+ 

Decision making in REDD+ policy in Indonesia was observed from three dimensions of 

the power cube. From the perspective of level dimension, it was influenced by global and 

national level politics. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defined the 

guidelines and direction of implementation of REDD+ and implementation in Indonesia as being 

decided at the national level; a national strategy of REDD+ was developed and FREL was 

submitted by Indonesia’s Government to IPCC/UNFCCC.  
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The government transition structure from the end of 2014 to 2015 caused a delay in the 

policy-making process of REDD+ in Indonesia. REDD+ was the domain of REDD+ agency, but 

in the new government’s structure, the authority was transferred under the MoEF specifically to 

the Director General of Climate Change.  

FREL finally released by the Government of Indonesia in September 2015, stated that 

maximum carbon dioxide emissions from forest was 0.593 gigatonnes per annum by 2020. The 

newly released FREL document was presented at COP 21 UNFCCC in November 2015. In the 

FREL document, the Ministry of Environment and Forestry reported that deforestation figures 

from 1990 to 2012 were 918,678 ha per year. This figure came out after a long political process. 

It was crucial to the government to claim an official deforestation rate, as it reflected governance 

and law enforcement. CIFOR had contributed to the scientific discussion in defining the 

deforestation rate through the MRV and INCAS research topics. 

 

CIFOR strategy implemented to contribute to policy change on REDD+ 

At the beginning of the GCS REDD+ program, CIFOR didn’t set out any detailed 

strategy to engage with the policy makers, apart from planning how to channel the research with 

the boundary partners and how to engage with grass-roots NGO, i.e. ICEL. Most of the 

engagement that occurred during the project was opportunistic. The level of uncertainty meant 

that CIFOR didn’t invest in any specific activity with the government apart from the REDD-I 

website with FORDA as a media outreach. The caveat, i.e. the risk of having an opportunistic 

strategy, was the level of uncertainty the team had in engaging with partners. However, this also 

benefited the research team as it was flexible.  
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CIFOR put significant effort in engaging with the global community through major 

events in the UNFCCC conferences. The success of the Forest Day and the Global Landscape 

Forum were referred as an indicator of CIFOR engagement with global audiences. CIFOR used 

the global events to outreach their key findings and transfer the knowledge. However, this was 

not reflected equally at the national and subnational level. CIFOR only organized a few national-

level events which were relatively irregular compared to the Forest Day and the Global 

Landscape Forum. 

Despite the opportunistic engagement strategy, CIFOR had collaborated with FORDA to 

develop and maintain the REDD-I website. Unexpectedly, the website has been playing an 

important role between CIFOR and the Government of Indonesia through FORDA. Researchers 

who work in FORDA used the website to harvest knowledge shared on this platform. According 

to the key informant from FORDA, they had benefited in two ways through the REDD-I website 

collaboration. First, FORDA communication team received communication and web 

management skills from the CIFOR Communication Unit. Second, the website has increased 

FORDA’s accessibility to good quality science. They now can access international scientific 

journals through the website, which was formerly considered a luxury due to cost issues. 

 CIFOR invested in prominent individuals from the government as agents of change. The 

high-ranking officials from REDD+ agency were engaged with CIFOR in a casual way. Their 

engagement with CIFOR during the GCS REDD+ project has allowed them to use their 

knowledge in their new position in the government structure. One of them advanced their career 

by getting appointed as a high-ranking official in the Ministry of Environment and Forestry.  

Another investment was the knowledge transfer from one of senior scientists from 

CIFOR to the lead scientist in the Government MRV Task Force. Scientists from the ministry 
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were working with CIFOR through individual connections for a long time. This social capital has 

enabled CIFOR to transfer the knowledge to the MRV Task Force and meaningfully contribute 

in a more flexible way. 

Overall, the engagement strategy was divided into two approaches: through individuals 

and organizations. CIFOR GCS REDD+ reflected that their individual engagement was 

preferable to organizational engagement. This fits with CIFOR’s opportunistic strategy due to its 

flexibility. This approach worked well with government officials as investing engagement with 

government institutions will be expensive (not only in terms of monetary value but in terms of 

effort and lobbying with bureaucracy). Formal engagement with government institutions will 

help the development of MoU and must be integrated with specific government programs. It will 

be very time-consuming and cost inefficient, especially considering the relatively short life-span 

of a research project or program, which is usually only 5 years. 

In the GCS REDD+ project, CIFOR, through a senior scientist personally engaged with 

prominent government officials in the REDD+ agency in a casual way. The CIFOR scientist 

often casually invited by them to provide inputs, either via phone or in so-called “breakfast 

meetings”. In the new government structure, one of the officials was appointed as Director in the 

MoEF. The person has been a “good friend” of CIFOR and has sufficient knowledge about what 

CIFOR has been doing and access to research agenda and results, and eventually harvested the 

relation by maintaining the relationship and even now, is engaged with CIFOR’s new projects. 

The GCS REDD+ MRV team engaged well with members of MRV Working Group from 

the REDD+ agency. The individuals within the group were familiar with CIFOR research 

activities and could directly communicate with some of CIFOR’s scientists. The senior scientist 

within MRV Working Group of the REDD+ agency has been involved with CIFOR through 
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Indonesian National Accounting System (INCAS) project since her fellowship with CIFOR in 

2009. Through INCAS collaboration with CIFOR, she has very good access to knowledge and 

individuals within CIFOR. Although they have not explicitly mentioned CIFOR’s scientific 

contribution to their work in MRV, the members of the REDD+ agency have been freely 

accessing CIFOR resources, i.e. library, network and scientists. 

ICEL was chosen as a boundary and research partner due to its experience in working 

with policy research and with government. However, the engagement was developed through 

individual connections, hence the knowledge transfer occurred at the individual rather than at the 

organizational level. When the ICEL key persons who were involved in the project left the 

organization, it was difficult to discover what knowledge had been transferred.  

 Finally, the knowledge transfer from the GCS REDD+ program to the researchers in 

FORDA, MoEF and REDD+ agency only reached the technical dimension. It did not reach the 

political process dimension. CIFOR delivered its mandate in transferring the knowledge. The 

policy-making process is a political process that relies on the political dynamics and is beyond 

CIFOR’s mandate and domain.  

 

Culture affecting knowledge, attitude and skill (KAS) change 

 One benefit of this process is learning that the change in KAS eventually contributes to a 

change in behavior. Inevitably culture is an important aspect of the success of the KAS change 

and in the decision-making process (Vitell, Nwachukwu, & Barnes, 1993). Culture includes 

symbols, language, norms, values and beliefs. Language is an obstacle to CIFOR as an 

international organization that uses English as the official language to transfer the knowledge to 

national and subnational stakeholders. A common criticism from the national partners is that 
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CIFOR focuses on publishing English publication but has been less attentive in publishing in 

Indonesian. English is a foreign language in Indonesia, hence this has affecting the knowledge 

translation. 

 As a research organization, CIFOR aimed to publish the science product in peer-reviewed 

journal articles and most of them are in English. This language gap has been a barrier to local 

audiences; they have been unable to access the good quality scientific publications produced by 

CIFOR. This is especially important for the policy makers who stated that they would prefer the 

articles to be written in Indonesian and to be in a brief format rather than as a long, sophisticated 

scientific article. Therefore, CIFOR has translated some selected scientific products into 

Indonesian and as info or policy briefs. However, this has not the policy for all scientific 

publications produced by CIFOR. 

 Culture has also contributed to the engagement between CIFOR scientists and national 

partners. Based on quote from key informant, the national partners might prefer to engage with 

CIFOR Indonesian scientists rather than foreign scientists as they can speak a common language, 

which bridges the cultural and knowledge gap. The political system has also influenced the 

engagement strategy. In Indonesia, it is crucial to be well connected with the decision maker in 

person, to contribute to policy change. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions 

CIFOR’s GCS REDD+ program has transferred the knowledge to its boundary partners. 

Some evidence shows that the knowledge was being used, i.e. National REDD+ Strategy, FREL 

document and ICEL reports. The target audiences might not always know about the GCS 

REDD+ activities, but they know some of the knowledge produced by the program. 

The GCS REDD+ communication channel was partially effective in disseminating the 

research result. Engagement with the media has equipped the journalists in capturing and 

learning the knowledge produced by the program; the journalists informed their readers through 

their own media. The fact that the online and printed media in Indonesia from 2010 to 2014 have 

published more than 200 articles citing CIFOR’s GCS REDD+ research is strong evidence of 

this successful approach. The communication channel with government agency (i.e. REDD-I 

website) was one of the successful collaborations with the Government of Indonesia, through 

FORDA, MoEF. Now, FORDA is managing the REDD-I website on its own. 

GCS REDD+ research project did not stand on its own. It was related to the research 

produced prior to the project. Stakeholders of REDD+ believed that CIFOR has been producing 

good science, but they were not always aware of the extent of the ongoing research activities. 

The citation of the FREL document in CIFOR scientific publications and the 3E+ 

REDD+ adopted by REDD+ National Strategy are indications that CIFOR has produced relevant 

science for policy change. However, when it comes to the contribution of CIFOR to REDD+ 

policy-making process or debate in Indonesia, CIFOR’s contribution is almost unseen, unless we 
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consider the involvement of one person, a senior scientist from CIFOR who drafted the National 

REDD+ Strategy document.  

GCS REDD+ sub-activities were contributing to the end-of-program outcomes with 

different levels of depth and strength. Each of them developed their own network with different 

focuses; this had caused less integration among sub-activities. However, among all sub-activities, 

the communication outreach was the most integrated component. Communication outreach 

placed its role to assist each sub-activity to communicate their research and knowledge products 

to wider audiences. Culture is still a challenge to CIFOR as an international organization with a 

range of scientists from different countries who aim to transfer their scientific knowledge to 

national and local partners. 

CIFOR has given color to the debate and discussion of the REDD+ arena in Indonesia by 

transferring knowledge. However, changing the paradigm does not always end with changing the 

policy. Policy change and decision making in Indonesia is not solely dependent on the science; 

there are many other aspects that contribute to it. Political constellation is one of the most 

defining variables in the policy-making process in Indonesia (Wibowo, 2013) 

Based on the evidence found, this research has answered the main research question and 

three sub-questions. First, policy makers referred to CIFOR’s research findings when they 

defined their policy on climate change mitigation. FREL, a technical policy document, cited 

CIFOR research findings, mainly on the below-ground biomass. The REDD+ National Strategy 

was drafted by CIFOR scientists and adopted the 3Es idea of GCS REDD+ program. Second, 

discussions on climate change used CIFOR research findings as a scientific reference. The quote 

in 225 media publication is strong evidence for this. Quote of CIFOR research findings by 

journalists and other stakeholders indicate that the knowledge has been cited to a wide range of 
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audiences. Third, CIFOR as a research organization was a source of scientific reference for 

climate change mitigation by all stakeholders. Donor agency referred CIFOR as “Honest broker” 

indicate that CIFOR research findings are objective and reliable. CIFOR scientists’ productivity 

in publishing the research in peer reviewed journal publication has increased the possibility of 

the knowledge being referred and cited. Finally, the whole evidence above has shown that 

CIFOR GCS REDD+ research has contributed to the policy and practices of REDD+ in 

Indonesia. 

Without CIFOR’s contribution to the GCS REDD+ in Indonesia, the Government of 

Indonesia would have engaged with the GCS REDD+ global agenda and submitted the FREL 

document. However, the FREL calculation might possibly have be different, especially in the 

calculation of the below-ground biomass without CIFOR’s contribution. CIFOR has contributed 

significantly to this specific knowledge. 

The approach of theory-based evaluation employed in this research has introduced 

several challenges. The evidences are referring to the published documents and statements from 

key informants. Key informants perceive the programs and knowledge produced by CIFOR 

differently, based on their background and perspective. The statements should be carefully 

analyzed, to avoid misleading conclusion. They must be triangulated and verified with as much 

evidence as possible. Time restrictions from the researcher and key informants limited the 

opportunity to explore evidence. The absence of important key informants in the research due to 

several reasons has disadvantages for the evaluation.  
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Recommendations 

Development of procedure and guideline to contribute to policy and practice change is 

necessary and should be referred by the scientist in producing and translating the knowledge. A 

clear theory of change from the beginning of the project and program is important as it will help 

to evaluate the project regularly and detect any gaps in a program or project. 

CIFOR should improve and widen its relationship with government agencies. Engaging 

with current government agencies, not only Ministry of Forestry but with other ministries and 

agencies who are stakeholders of forestry and environment issues will accelerate the knowledge 

transfer to the policy makers. Formal and casual relation among individuals between CIFOR and 

government agencies will benefit the knowledge translation to policy. 

CIFOR must implement a different engagement strategy with government and NGOs in 

the future. Engagement with NGOs through individual relationships is less strategic because 

there is a relatively fast turnover in NGOs. Therefore, engagement with NGOs must be 

institutionalized through a program, project or organization agenda. The knowledge transfer 

must be planned at the organizational level rather than at the individual level.  

However, decision making in the policy process is another issue. It is obvious that policy 

making in Indonesia is related to high-level politics. Individual knowledge transfer to the 

politician will enrich their view but has no influence on final decision making. 

To be able to contribute to policy change, CIFOR must develop a clear procedure and 

guidelines. The approach must be repeatable, otherwise the success will be uncertain. Different 

type of organizations, NGOs and government, have different characteristics and strategies. 

Organizations and individuals that are targeted as boundary partners must be learned and 

evaluated carefully.  
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CIFOR must be flexible to be able to respond to the political dynamics. Engaging with 

the right person and institutions will define whether the research project can contribute to 

change. 
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Appendix A. Interview Protocol and Questionnaire 

 

Interview protocol 

 

Interview introduction 

 

My name is Ramadhani Achdiawan (Dani), at the moment I am working as Monitoring, Evaluation and 

Impact Assessment Officer at Director General’s Office, Center for International Forestry Research 

(CIFOR), Bogor, Indonesia. I am also student in the Master of Environmental Management at Royal 

Roads University, Victoria, BC, Canada. 

I am part of a research team looking at how research has contributed to climate policy, especially REDD+ 

in Indonesia.  

 

Procedure and Method 

Our Interview will based on semi-structured questionnaire and will take about 30-45 minutes, and it will 

be captured as audio recordings and hand-written notes. Where appropriate, data will be summarized, in 

anonymous format, in the body of the final reports. At no time will any specific comments be attributable 

to any individual unless specific agreement has been obtained beforehand. All documentation will be kept 

strictly confidential. 

 

Questions 

 

A) General questions 

1. How long have you been involved in REDD+ and/or forestry-landscape-climate change work? 
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2. What have been the most important developments in the discussion, ideas, policy and practice related 

to REDD+ and forestry-landscape-climate work in Indonesia? 

-  Follow up: Why do you think these are important? 

3.  (Assumption outcome level): Who are influential the actors (government, academic, NGO, 

international, private sector etc.) in the REDD+ debate and policymaking in Indonesia? 

-  Follow up: in what way have they (each) been influential? 

4. What information or ideas have been the most influential in the discussion, policy and practice 

relating to REDD+ in Indonesia? 

5. (Assumption outcome level) What role have you and your organisation played in these processes? 

6. (Evaluation Question / EQ4) Where do you (or your organisation) get information you need to do 

your work? 

o (EQ4) How do you prefer to receive scientific information? 

7. (EQ3) Can you explain the process your organization has, to translate new information into 

practices?  

8. (EQ2, EQ3) What information or ideas have been most influential in your (organisation’s) work? 

o (EQ4) Follow up: where did you get that information? 

 

B) CIFOR-related questions 

9. Specific Questions related to ToC 

For the set of questions in 5.1, see specific questions for each stakeholder group in the in the 

table below. For example, for UKP4 REDD task force or REDD+ agency staff they would 

be: 

 (EQ3) How do you gather information regarding the challenges of REDD+ pilots? 
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  (EQ2, EQ5) Has CIFOR’s contribution has been useful to REDD+ National Strategy? In what 

way? 

10. Link to the MRV global case study 

 Have you been aware of CIFOR's work on MRV?  

 (EQ8) What other global CIFOR’s research and activity that you know/have attended? What 

do you with it after? 

 

C) Communications questions 

These are still to be developed / agreed with the communications team but are likely to be along 

the following lines: 

11. (EQ4) What is the most useful information you have received from CIFOR in the last few years? 

12. (EQ4) Where and how did you receive that information? 

13. What did you do with it? Did it change the way you thought or did your job? Can you give a specific 

example? 

14. How did you get that specific piece of information? 

 

D) Closing Questions  

15. Only ask if this has not been answered by this stage 

 (EQ2, EQ3) What role has CIFOR research played in your (or your organisation’s) work? 

16. (Assumption outcome level, EQ5) In your opinion, has CIFOR made an important contribution to the 

discussion, policy and practice relating to REDD+ in Indonesia? 

o (EQ2, EQ3) What specific roles have CIFOR played in the discussion, policy and practice 

relating to REDD+ in Indonesia? 

17. (EQ9) Is there any added value of CIFOR being present in this country? In what ways has CIFOR’s 

presence been useful? 
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18. (EQ12) What would have happened to REDD+ debate and policy making in Indonesia had CIFOR 

not been here? 

19. (Recommendation) How could CIFOR make a stronger contribution? 

20. (Recommendation) Is there anything else you think we should consider with regard to the role of 

research in the policy process? 

 

 

Closing remark 

Thank you so much for your participation. We will conduct a workshop of this research on February 25th 

2015 to present the findings. We would like to invite you to come so that you can provide your inputs 

before we finalize the report of this research. 
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Appendix B. Result Table 

 

Result summary for the theory of change of Indonesia case study 

 

Program Logic 
Steps1 

Expected results2 and  Causal 
linkages3 

Summary of achieved results Evidence supporting summary statement of 
results 

Knowledge 
Generation 
Activities 

M1: REDD+ Strategies, policies & 
measures 
 
Identify research partners, boundary 
partners and end users  
 
 
Country specific policy studies 
 
Coproducing Indonesia country 
profile with ICEL 
 
Policy Network Analysis 
 
Co-conducting discourse media 
analysis with LSPP 
 
 
 
M2: REDD+ subnational initiatives 
REDD+ project mapping 

Module 1 is covering the research 
on governance of national climate 
change policy. This research is 
divided into 5 streams. They are ; 
1. Discourse analysis: REDD+ 

politics in the media,  
2. Country profiles: Drivers, 

Agents, and Institutions 
3. Policy Network Analysis: 

Actors and power structures 
4. Methods 
5. Other issues related to REDD+ 

policy and network 
 
In order to do this research, the 
sub-team collaborate with  
Indonesian Centre for 

Environmental Law (ICEL - also 

boundary partner) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Program logic steps are adopted from the theory of change 
2 Each expected result is the summary of the theory of change element 
3 Causal assessment shows causal linkages presented in the numbered theory of change (see the figure following this table). Here, the linkages between levels are represented, but 
they are categorized into the lower level that precedes it. 
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Developing research instrument 
method 
 
Research on the challenges of 
REDD+ proponents 
 
Fieldwork at community level 
 
Identify partners 
 
 
M3: Monitoring and reference levels 
 
Early engagement with IFCA in 
reporting 
Coproduction of knowledge with 
UKP4 MRV Working Group 
 
CIFOR Module 3 research on 
Indonesia specific case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

M2 develop research method for 

Site survey in Indonesia. Selecting 

partners/ proponents and sites. 

M2 research partners are: 

1. Ulu Masen REDD+ 

Initiative, Aceh 

2. The Nature Conservancy 

(TNC), Berau Forest 

Carbon Program (BFCP) 

3. Rimba Raya 

Conservartion, Rimba 

Raya Biodiversity Reserve 

Initiative, Central 

Kalimantan 
4. Fauna and Flora 

International (FFI) 

Indonesia Program, 

Ketapang Community 

Carbon Pools (KCCP) 

5. The Kalimantan Forests 

and Climate Partnership 

(KFCP), Central 

Kalimantan 

6. Rimba Makmur Utama, 

The Katingan Peatland 

Restoration and 

Conservation Project 

(Katingan Project) 
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M3 research partners are: 

1. Baplan, MoF 

2. REDD+Agency (also 

boundary partner) 

CIFOR together with other parties 

contributed to IFCA report 

Module 3 engage with Indonesia’s 

partners, REDD+ Task Force UKP4 

(REDD+ Agency) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IFCA. (2008). Reducing emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation in 
Indonesia: IFCA consolidation report. Jakarta, 
Forestry Research and Development Agency, 
Ministry of Forestry of Republic of 
Indonesia35 
 

   CIFOR has co-produced 88 
scientific outputs with more than 
20 research partners. The 
Monitoring Reference and 
Verification of carbon emission 
produced the highest publications 
compare to the other 2 streams. 
 
The publications are divided into 3 
streams: 
- Governance and policy of 

REDD+ in Indonesia published 
4 peer reviewed journal 
articles and 10 non peer 
reviewed publications 

 
- Subnational REDD+ 

subnational initiatives 
published 5 peer reviewed 

List of publication is available on Appendix. D 
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scientific publications and 14 
non peer reviewed 
publications 

 
- The Monitoring Reference 

and Verification of Carbon 
emission published 33 peer 
reviewed scientific 
publications and 22 non peer 
reviewed publications 

 

Knowledge 
generated 

 1c. Co-production of science 
with research partners 
Salient, legitimate and credible 
scientific knowledge 

 2a: Dissemination and 
communication materials are 
compatible with demands and 
needs of policy makers at 
subnational and national levels 

 2b: Dissemination and 
communication materials are 
compatible with demands and 
needs of policy makers 
international level 

 2c: Engagement facilitated by 
research partners 
 

CIFOR has produced salient, 
legitimate and credible scientific 
knowledge from the co-
production of science with 
research partners. 
 
From the total 88 publications, 42 
of them are peer reviewed 
scientific publication and 46 non-
peer reviewed publications, which 
mostly CIFOR publications. They 
are relatively balance between the 
peer reviewed journal articles and 
non-peer reviewed publications. 
This indicated that the knowledge 
produced is scientifically robust, 
legitimate and credible.  
 
Especially the MRV stream that is 
relatively under the hard science, 
their publications are mostly 
(60%) published by reputable 
peer-reviewed journal publisher. 

List of publication is available on Appendix. D 
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The FREL document released by 
government of Indonesia, referred 
the key findings of the CIFOR 
MRV, about 36% of the journal 
publication cited by FREL are 
coming from CIFOR GCS REDD+ 
MRV work. 
 

Tailored 

products 

Dissemination and communication 
materials are compatible with 
demands and needs of policy 
makers at national and subnational 
levels 
  

Sub-activity on the governance 
and national climate Change 
policy (module1), published; 
Working paper on The context of 
REDD+ in Indonesia, referred by 
ICEL to develop the guideline on 
forest governance. It was referred 
by ICEL to develop the guideline 
on forest governance. ICEL used 
the findings to understand the 
political constellation of REDD+ in 
Indonesia. This publication was 
the only reference on this specific 
topics. 

 

Sub-activity on the REDD+ 

subnational initiative produced 

empirical study from the ground, 

experience from the proponents 

and methods to measure the 

impact of REDD+ on the ground 

List of publication is available on Appendix. D 
The publications are referred by partners, 
government, researchers and 
practitioners3,4,6,7,8,10,13,17 

 
ICEL. 2013. Forest Governance Guideline. 

ICEL44 

ICEL. 2014. Forest Governance Index. ICEL45 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview with REDD+ Proponent10 

Interview with International Agency 
(Donor)16 
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Several publications on the MRV 

sub-activity are very popular and 

meet the needs of the 

stakeholders, i.e.; A book: 

Analyzing REDD+ is quite popular 

and referred by NGOs and 

researchers. CIFOR publication on 

moratorium logging has been 

referred by government to 

evaluate the second phase of 

moratorium policy. 

Romijn et al 2013 on Exploring 

different forest definition is cited 

by the government on the FREL 

document together with 5 other 

journal articles produced by 

CIFOR. However, Romijn et al 

2013 was mentioned more 

frequent by researchers as an 

influential publication. 

 
 
 
Interview with Research partner2,7 

 
Interview with former policy maker34 

 
Interview with senior researcher from 
government4, 17 

 

Engagement   1a: Module 1 engage with 
partners 
 
 
Module 1 specific engagement 

 1b1: Module 1 engaged with 
partners to inform Global REDD+ 
research and policy communities 
through learning from the Indonesia 
REDD+ context 
 

GCS REDD+ Module 1 engaged 
with ICEL and LSPP to produce 
joint publication. ICEL and LSPP 
were invited to work with CIFOR 
on the Policy Analysis Network. 
Engagement occurred both ways. 
They produced joint working 
paper on Indonesia REDD+ 
( High Confidence)  

Indrarto, G. B., Murharjanti, P., Khatarina, J., 
Pulungan, I., Ivalerina, F., Rahman, J., … 
Muharrom, E. (2012). The context of REDD+ 
in Indonesia. Bogor, Indonesia: Center for 
International Forestry Research (CIFOR)1 

 

CIFOR collaborated with ICEL on analyzing 
REDD+ actors in Indonesia14, 30 
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 1b2: ICEL and LSPP were 
informed by CIFOR co-produced 
research 

 2a: CIFOR produce and tailor 
effective media outreach 
 
 
Tailored and effective media 
outreach, web outreach, policy 
engagement, events, knowledge 
sharing, social media outreach. 
 

2b2: Tailored and effective media 
outreach have informed Global 
REDD+ research and policy 
communities 
 
 
 

2b1: Build capacity of ICEL, LSPP 
and boundary partners 
 

CIFOR Communication and 
Outreach team facilitated the 
dissemination and communication 
through REDD-I website  
http://redd-indonesia.org/ The 
collaboration was developed 2 
ways. CIFOR used REDD-I website 
for outreaching REDD+ research 
and FORDA used the website to 
gain information and research 
from CIFOR and partners, as well 
as utilized the website as media 
outreach.  
 
REDD-I website was the only 
formal collaboration between 
CIFOR and FORDA on REDD+ 
project. This website was 
recognized as impactful by 
scientist and the High rank official 
at FORDA. From this collaboration, 
the FORDA media team learned 
how to manage website and 
translate the scientific products to 
the wider audiences. 
 
CIFOR organized 2 media trainings 
in 2011 in Bali and Palangkaraya. 
The trainings aimed to equip the 
journalist with sufficient and 
reliable knowledge on the climate 

Interview with High rank officials from 
FORDA, MOF.2 

 
Journalist get the REDD+ materials from 
CIFOR through the engagement by CIFOR 
Communication and Outreach with 
Journalists 9, 22, 23 
 
List participant of Media Training on 14 April 
2011 .36 

 
List participant of Journalist Training on 15 
July 2011, in Palangkaraya, Central 
Kalimantan36 
 
 
 

http://redd-indonesia.org/
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change mitigation topics, 
especially REDD+. 
(High Confidence)  

  3a: CIFOR research has 
contributed to training and capacity 
building on MRV 
 

Training and capacity building on 

MRV 

 3b: CIFOR informed and 
improved capacity of UKP4 MRV 
working group MoFor, REDD Task 
force/Agency on REL MRV 
 

 

CIFOR’s research on below ground 
biomass has contributed into 
National MRV formulation. About 
36% of peer reviewed journal 
article in FREL document are 
published by CIFOR scientists. 
Main contribution from CIFOR was 
knowledges published on the 
scientific journal publication 
 
 
As part of capacity building to 
MoF, CIFOR hired staff from 
Planning Agency of MoF to work 
with MRV GCS REDD+ team to 
develop Forest Reference 
Emission Level (FREL). During the 
contract period, the MoF staff had 
full access to CIFOR’s research on 
REDD+ and below ground biomass 
from CIFOR scientist. In return, 
CIFOR also accessed the data 
produced by MoF to produce the 
science.  
(High Confidence) 

Document of FREL submitted in 2015 to 
IPCCC33 

 
Senior Scientist from Ministry of Forestry and 
core FREL team member acknowledge CIFOR 
research contribution on below ground 
biomass calculation to measure FREL. 
However, no specific publication was 
referred. 3, 6,17 

 
 
 
CIFOR hired 2 technical staffs from Planning 
Agency, MoF to do research on FREL 
together with CIFOR MRV team, in early 
2014. They were later recruited as technical 
team member in MRV Working Group, 
REDD+ Agency.4 

  4a: M3 GCS REDD+ publication 
contribute to the engagement of 
researcher with policy maker and 
donors 
  

One of CIFOR senior scientist who 
was the key person on the MRV 
dialogue in Indonesia had a close 
relation with government of 
Indonesia and well known on his 
expertise. Hence he had been 

Interview with scientific staff from Ministry 
of Forestry 6 

Interview with research partner 7 

Published document from Wikipedia 
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Murdiyar
so 5 

http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Murdiyarso
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Murdiyarso
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Researchers engaged with policy 
makes and donors 
 

 4b1: Researcher engagement 
with policy makers contributed to 
National REDD+ Strategy 
 

 4b2: Researcher engagement 
with policy makers has informed 
and improved the capacity of UKP4, 
MRV Working group, MoFor, REDD+ 
Task force/ Agency on REL MRV  
 
 
 
 
 

 4b3: Forest moratorium 
 
 

 4b4: Invited to provide input for 
LoI Indonesia Norway 
 
 
 
 
 

frequently referred on the Climate 
Change or REDD+ dialogue 
especially the technical issue on 
MRV.  
 
Twelve CIFOR scientist were 
actively involved at the beginning 
of the REDD+ initiation in the 
Indonesian Forest Climate Alliance 
(IFCA) and contributed to the IFCA 
report on Reducing emissions 
from deforestation and forest 
degradation in Indonesia in 2008. 
IFCA report is a government 
document, published by ministry 
of forestry, and was the stepping 
stone of REDD+ in Indonesia. 
 
 
CIFOR researchers frequently 
meet donor agencies (UNORCID, 
Climate Change Staff/ Adviser 
from NORAD/ Norwegian 
Embassy) to discuss about CIFOR’s 
research on REDD+ and Climate 
Change in general. CIFOR was 
being asked to provide input to 
NORAD/ NICFI. They come to 
CIFOR as they labeled CIFOR as 
neutral and “Honest Broker”. 
 
REDD+ Agency frequently invited 
one of CIFOR’s scientist to give 

 
 
 
 
 
IFCA. (2008). Reducing emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation in 
Indonesia: IFCA consolidation 
report. Jakarta, Forestry Research and 
Development Agency, Ministry of Forestry of 
Republic of Indonesia. 35 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview with Donor Agencies8, 16, 20, 21 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview with Government34 
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advice on the REDD+ issue. Most 
of the time in informal way. 
(High Confidence) 
 
 
CIFOR hosted a REDD civil society 
seminar in Bogor, that was 
organized by NORAD. This seminar 
was used to gather ideas from civil 
society that later used as inputs to 
the LoI. 
(High Confidence) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Proceeding on REDD Civil Society 
Coordination Seminar at CIFOR Campus, May 
20-21, 201031 

  5a: CIFOR research has 
contributed to M5 GCS REDD+ 
(Communication); 
 
M5 GCS REDD+: Communication: 
Media trainings and partnerships 
with communication boundary 
partners 
 

 5b1: CIFOR was Invited to 
provide input for LoI Indonesia 
Norway 
 
 

 5b2: Inform Journalist on GCS 
findings 
 
 
 

About 36 national and 15 local 
journalist were trained during the 
GCS REDD+ project. They 
participated in the 2 major 
journalist training event. After the 
event, the journalist used the 
material that they received during 
the training for their media article. 
One of the article was published 
by Kompas online on 25 July 2011, 
and the training in April was 
published by on 19 May 2011 by 
Tempo Magazine online 
 
The trainings were organized; 

- April 2011, CIFOR hosted 
science workshop in Bali 
on wetlands and climate 
change. CIFOR organized 

The journalist from local and national media 
attended CIFOR’s media training22, 23 

 
Training was conducted in April 2011, as part 
of Wetland and Climate Change workshop in 
Bali, involving 36 journalist from mainly 
National Media.36 

 
In July 2011 the training was conducted in 
Central Kalimantan, participated by 15 
journalists, mainly from local media.37 

 

Praktik REDD+ Rentan Korupsi (REDD+ is 
vulnerable to corruption)51 
http://sains.kompas.com/read/2011/07/25/1
8444898/Praktik.REDD.Rentan.Korupsi 
 
ICW: Dana Reboisasi bisa jadi ladang korupsi 

http://sains.kompas.com/read/2011/07/25/18444898/Praktik.REDD.Rentan.Korupsi
http://sains.kompas.com/read/2011/07/25/18444898/Praktik.REDD.Rentan.Korupsi
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a media-training 
workshop for Indonesian 
Journalists and a field trip. 

- July 2011, CIFOR was 
partnering with Indonesia-
Australia Carbon 
Partnership hosted media 
workshop in July 2011 on 
REDD+ in Central 
Kalimantan  

 
 
 
(High Confidence) 

 

(ICW: Reforestation fund is potential to be 
corruption sources)52 

https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/
063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-
ladang-korupsi 
 
List of Media Hits49 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  6a: Production of research 
output of Module 2 has led to 
Module 2 specific engagement 
 
 
 
 
Module 2 GCS REDD+ at Subnational 
level specific engagement 
 
 
 
 

 6b: CIFOR research informed 
REDD+ proponents 
 

CIFOR GCS REDD+ Module 2 
engaged with the REDD+ 
proponents, They are The Nature 
Conservancy (TNC) in Berau. 
Kalimantan Forest Climate 
Partnership (KFCP), Rimba 
Makmur Utama (RMU), Rimba 
Raya, Ulumasen Government of 
Aceh, Ketapang Community 
Carbon Pools (KCCP) and Flora 
Fauna Indonesia (FFI).  
 
At the beginning the engagement 
was slow due to MoU was taking 
so long to be signed by each 
parties. However, eventually 
engagement with proponents had 
opened the opportunity for the 

Interview with the proponents10 

Interview with the Donor Agency16 

Sills, E. O., Atmadja, S. S., de Sassi, C., 

Duchelle, A. E., Kweka, D. L., Resosudarmo, I. 

A. P., & Sunderlin, W. D. (Eds.). 

(2014). REDD+ on the ground: A case book of 

subnational initiatives across the globe. 

CIFOR. 38 

 

 

 

 

 

https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-ladang-korupsi
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-ladang-korupsi
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-ladang-korupsi
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proponents to access CIFOR’s 
research result.  
 
Two REDD+ proponents claimed 
that they have used CIFOR tools in 
household survey for their 
program monitoring and 
evaluation. 
 
The REDD+ Proponents 
contributed to the book of REDD+ 
on the ground, published by 
CIFOR 
(High Confidence) 

 

 

 

 

Sunderlin, W. D., Ekaputri, A. D., Sills, E. O., 

Duchelle, A. E., Kweka, D., Diprose, R., ... & 

Torres, J. (2014). The challenge of 

establishing REDD+ on the ground: Insights 

from 23 subnational initiatives in six 

countries. CIFOR Occasional Paper No 104. 

CIFOR.39 

 

Intermediat
e outcomes 

  1b1: Module 1 specific 
engagement has informed Global 
REDD+ research and policy 
communities 
 
 
 

 2b2: Informed global REDD+ 
research and policy communities 
through learning from the Indonesia 
REDD+ context by M5 
 
Informed global REDD+ research and 
policy communities through learning 
from the Indonesia REDD+ context 
 

 1c1: Informed global REDD+ 
research and policy communities 
has contributed to Improved policy 

CIFOR informed Global REDD+ 
community through CIFOR’s event 
i.e. Forest Day and Global 
Landscape forum. These events 
were admitted by International 
NGOs who participated at the 
sessions to be influential and have 
a significance presence in the 
UNFCCC Conference. CIFOR has 
been using the events effectively 
in informing the global audiences. 
 
CIFOR promoted the findings from 
Sub-national REDD+ initiatives 
(Sills et al 2014. REDD+ on the 
ground: A case book of 
subnational initiatives across the 
globe) through the Global 
Landscape Forum. This was an 

Interview with International NGO12, 13 

 
Interview with International Donor Agency16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview with International Agency 
(Donor)16 

 

Interview with International Agency (NGO)50 
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learning from Global comparison 
with Indonesia 
 

 1b2: ICEL and LSPP were 
informed by CIFOR co-produced 
research 
 

interesting lesson learned to the 
global audiences. 
 
CIFOR is admitted to have a strong 
lobby at the global level, especially 
to the UNFCCC and IPCC. Despite 
of less bargaining power at the 
national level. An international 
NGO that also works at the 
national level in Indonesia, 
suggested CIFOR to improve its 
presence at the national level. 
 
(High Confidence)  
 
 

Interview with International Agency (NGO)13 

Interview with prominent researcher non-

CIFOR partner 18 

  1b2: Module 1 specific 
engagement 
 

ICEL and LSPP were Informed by 

CIFOR co-produced research 

 1c2: ICEL and LSPP adopt CIFOR 

co-produced research outputs in 

their contribution to designing 

Indonesia REDD+ Policy  

Revision: 
ICEL was Informed by CIFOR co-
produced research 

ICEL was informed by CIFOR on 

the Policy Network of REDD+ 

actors in Indonesia. Furthermore, 

CIFOR and ICEL co-produced 

working paper together on The 

Context of REDD+ in Indonesia. 

 

ICEL later cited the joint 

publication of CIFOR and ICEL on 

their publication on forest 

governance and guidance of 

forest governance 

 

Indrarto, G. B., Murharjanti, P., Khatarina, J., 
Pulungan, I., Ivalerina, F., Rahman, J., … 
Muharrom, E. (2012). The context of REDD+ 
in Indonesia. Bogor, Indonesia: Center for 
International Forestry Research (CIFOR)1 

 

 

CIFOR collaborated with ICEL on analyzing 

REDD+ actors in Indonesia14, 30 

ICEL. 2013. Forest Governance Guideline. 

ICEL44 

ICEL. 2014. Forest Governance Index. ICEL45 

Interview with Research partner (National 

Policy Organization)14 
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There is no strong evidence that 

LSPP was informed by CIFOR.  

(Moderate Confidence) 

 

 

  2b1: Tailored media outreach 
has built capacity of ICEL, LSPP and 
boundary partners  
 
 
 
Build capacity of ICEL, LSPP and 
boundary partners 
 

Suggested ToC: 

=>ICEL and LSPP were Informed by 

CIFOR co-produced research 

  

ICEL and CIFOR produced a joint 

publication on the context of 

REDD+ in Indonesia.  

ICEL researchers who were 

involved in the GCS REDD+ project 

had their capacity advanced and 

bring the skill to their new 

organization. However, the 

researcher who were not fully 

engaged with CIFOR and stay in 

the organization, didn’t receive 

the transfer knowledge. So, 

building capacity of individual 

researchers does not always mean 

building capacity the organization 

per se. 

Another statement said, there is 

no evidence that ICEL capacity 

were built solely because of their 

work with CIFOR. As ICEL also 

work with other partners in 

developing their knowledge on 

REDD+  

Interview with Research partner (National 

Policy Organization)14 

Focused Group Discussion30 

Indrarto, G. B., Murharjanti, P., Khatarina, J., 
Pulungan, I., Ivalerina, F., Rahman, J., … 
Muharrom, E. (2012). The context of REDD+ 
in Indonesia. Bogor, Indonesia: Center for 
International Forestry Research (CIFOR)1 
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(Moderate Confidence) 

  2b3: Informed global REDD+ 

research and policy communities 

through learning from the Indonesia 

REDD+ context by M5 

 

Build capacity of MOFOR through 

media web REDD-I 

 2d1: Build capacity of MOFOR 

through media web REDD-I has led 

do policy change 

 

CIFOR ICG facilitated the 
dissemination and communication 
through Redd-I website  
http://redd-indonesia.org/ The 
collaboration was developed in 
both ways. CIFOR uses REDD-I 
website for outreaching REDD+ 
research and FORDA uses the 
website to gain information and 
research from CIFOR and partners, 
as well as use the website as 
media outreach.  
 
Web team from FORDA claimed, 
they have their capacity build 
through the collaboration with 
CIFOR on developing the REDD-I 
website. Three improved 
capacities were: 

- Managing professional 
website 

- Translating the scientific 
product into more 
popular science article 

- Channeling the scientist 
with good quality 
scientific publication  

 
(High Confidence) 

Interview with high rank Government 
official2 

 

Interview with researcher from Ministry of 
Forestry6 

 

Interview with media partner from 
government15 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  3b1: Training and capacity 
building on MRV  

CIFOR hired technical staff from 
Ministry of Forestry to work 

Interview with GCS REDD+ researcher4 

 

http://redd-indonesia.org/
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 4b2: Researcher engagement 
with policy makers has informed 
and improved the capacity of UKP4, 
MRV Working group, MoFor, REDD+ 
Task force/ Agency on REL MRV  
 
Informed and Improved capacity of 
UKP4 MRV Working Group, MoFor 
REDD task force on FREL 
 
 

 4d2: Policy Change: Established 
3E+ MRV System an institution 
 

together with CIFOR on 
developing FREL. They came with 
their skills and expertise. While 
working with CIFOR they had 
access to references. But there is 
no strong evidence that their skills 
were improved because working 
with CIFOR.  
 
CIFOR (Daniel Murdiyarso) 
research on below ground 
biomass referred by FREL team as 
the reference to calculate 
emission and carbon stock. 
 
Indonesian Carbon Accounting 
System (INCAS) is a joint project 
Ministry of Forestry and CIFOR. 
The INCAS approach was adopted 
through senior scientist from 
Ministry of Forestry who was also 
working on both INCAS and 
REDD+ Agency MRV Working 
Group.  
 
(Moderate Confidence) 
 
 

Interview researcher from Ministry of 
Forestry6 

 
Interview with technical staff from 
government and donor agency17 

 
Email exchange with CIFOR senior scientist 19 

 
 
 

  4b1: Researcher engagement 
with policy makers contributed to 
National REDD+ Strategy 
REDD National Strategy 

Daniel Murdiyarso, a CIFOR senior 
scientist, was one of the author of 
the National REDD+ Strategy. 
Daniel’s Murdiyarso role in REDD+ 
Strategy was as a ghost writer. It is 
a typical legal government 

Focus Group Discussion30 

 

Interview with High Rank Government 
Official 34 
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 4c: REDD National strategy 
contribute to the establishment of 
REDD Agency  

document, where do not 
acknowledge the individuals who 
contributed. 
 
(Moderate Confidence) 

 
 
 

  5b1: M5 communication has led 
to CIFOR was invited to provide 
input  
Invited to provide inputs for LOI 
Indonesia Norway 

 5c1: CIFOR provided input on 
REDD partnership Indonesia and 
Norway 

CIFOR was invited by Norwegian 
Government to provide input to 
the LoI. CIFOR is believed as an 
independent research 
organization and has long 
experience working in Indonesia. 
Prior to the LOI, on May 20-21, 
NORAD organized a civil society 
seminar hosted by CIFOR in Bogor 
to gather inputs for LoI from 
stakeholders. 
 
CIFOR claimed to have influence in 
the moratorium of new logging 
concession as stated in the LOI. 
However, the idea of moratorium 
have been mentioned since early 
2000 before CIFOR publication on 
Reducing Forestry Emission in 
2010. 
 
However, CIFOR’s research on 
reforestation fund was considered 
in drafting the LoI, this was the 
base to have independent body to 
manage the REDD+ in Indonesia.  
(High Confidence) 

Interview with International Donor Agency8, 

 
Email interview (exchange) with international 
Donor Agency 20, 21 

 

Statement from CIFOR Senior scientist19 

 
Verchot, L. V., et al. (2010). Reducing forestry 
emissions in Indonesia. CIFOR.40 

 
Proceeding on REDD Civil Society 
Coordination Seminar at CIFOR Campus, May 
20-21, 201031 
 
Barr, C., Dermawan, A., Purnomo, H., & 
Komarudin, H. (2010). Financial governance 
and Indonesia’s Reforestation Fund during 
the Soeharto and post-Soeharto periods, 
1989–2009: A political economic analysis of 
lessons for REDD+. CIFOR Occasional Paper 
52. CIFOR.41 

 
Proceeding on NORAD Civil Society 
Workshop at CIFOR, 19-20 October 201142 
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  5b2: CIFOR GCS M5 inform the 
journalist 
 
 
Informed journalist at national and 
sub-national levels on GCS key-
findings 

 5c4: Informing the Journalist has 
help them to disseminate GCS key 
findings 

Mainstream magazine and 
media online in Indonesia, 
referred to GCS REDD+ key 
result; 

- Challenge to REDD+ 
mechanism in mitigating 
deforestation 

- REDD+ mechanism has to 
be financially interesting 

 
Sub-national/ local media, 
’Borneo Climate Change’ 
quoted Arild Angelsen from 
CIFOR, e.g.; “You cannot address 
climate change without including 
REDD+” 
 

From January 2010 to 
December 2014, not less than 
225 printed and online media 
in Indonesia had cited CIFOR 
GCS REDD+ research result in 
their publication. 
 
April 2011, CIFOR hosted 
science workshop in Bali on 
wetlands and climate change. 
CIFOR organized a media-
training workshop for 
Indonesian Journalists and a 
field trip. 

Tempo Magazine Online interactive:  
Skema REDD+ Harus Bersaing Secara 
Finansial 
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/
095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-
secara-finansial 47 

 
Subnational/ local media: REDD+ as an idea is 
a success but implementing it is fraught with 
challenges, new global study says 
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-
redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-
implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-
new-global-study-says.html 48 

 
List of media hits referred to GCS key 
findings in 2010 to 2014 49 

 
Interview with Journalist22, 23 

 

List participant of Media Training on 14 April 
2011 .36 

 
List participant of Journalist Training on 15 
July 2011, in Palangkaraya, Central 
Kalimantan36 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-secara-finansial
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-secara-finansial
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-secara-finansial
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
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July 2011, CIFOR was 
partnering with Indonesia-
Australia Carbon Partnership 
hosted media workshop in July 
2011 on REDD+ in Central 
Kalimantan  
 
(High Confidence) 
 

 
 
 

  6b: Module 2 specific 
engagement has led to informing 
proponent about CIFOR research  
CIFOR research informed redd+ 
proponents  
 
 
 
 
 

 6d: Informed proponent led to 

policy changes 

 

REDD+ proponents were informed 
by CIFOR research Module 2. The 
REDD+ proponent used CIFOR 
tools in running the household 
survey to evaluate their program 
on the ground. 
 
At the end of the project, REDD+ 
proponents co-authoring REDD+ 
case book with CIFOR. 
 
(High Confidence) 
 

Interview with REDD+ proponent10 

 

Sills, E. O., Atmadja, S. S., de Sassi, C., Duchelle, A. 

E., Kweka, D. L., Resosudarmo, I. A. P., & 

Sunderlin, W. D. (Eds.). (2014). REDD+ on the 

ground: A case book of subnational initiatives 

across the globe. CIFOR. 38 

Sunderlin, W. D., Ekaputri, A. D., Sills, E. O., 

Duchelle, A. E., Kweka, D., Diprose, R., ... & 

Torres, J. (2014). The challenge of establishing 

REDD+ on the ground: Insights from 23 

subnational initiatives in six countries. CIFOR 

Occasional Paper No 104. CIFOR.39 

End-of-
program 
outcomes 

 7a: Module 2 GCS REDD specific 
engagement has informed Grass 
Roots NGO (Huma) on tenure 
reform 
 
Informed Grass root NGO  
 7d: Informed Grass Root NGO has 
led to policy change 

Huma, a grass root NGO, reacted 
to CIFOR’s publication on tenure 
and argued to CIFOR re the 
recommendation of the tenure 
article. 
 
CIFOR finding indicated: 
Land Tenure reform milestone is 
legalized by decision of 

Interview with CIFOR Senior scientist 11 

 
Interview with independent researcher who 
was involved in policy making29 

 

Result of FGD30 
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Constitutional Court no. 35 (MK 
35)/ year 2012. This decision 
stated that customary land has to 
be excluded from state forest. 
However, Pradnja et al. argued 
that this is not necessarily lead to 
3E REDD+ (carbon-effective, cost-
efficient and equitable carbon and 
non-carbon benefits), in contrary 
it will potentially to make 
customary land tradable. HUMA, a 
grass root NGO, reacted with 
strong disagreement on this 
result. However, this has informed 
HUMA and public, the potential 
side effect of the land tenure 
reform. 
  
Indonesian Indigenous Peoples 
Alliance (AMAN), the strong 
advocate of the land tenure 
reform, were warned about this 
caveat.  
 
(High Confidence) 

  8a: GCS Module 2 engagement 
has developed capacity of local 
communities 
Developed capacity of local 
communities 

 8d: Developed local capacities 
has led to policy changes 

The evaluation didn’t reach the 
local communities. 
 
(Scoring Not available) 
 

There was no assessment specifically at the 
local community 
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  5c4: Informed journalist on GCS 

key findings on national and sub-

national level 

Journalist disseminate GCS key 

findings in their MEDIA 

 E1: Established 3E MRV System 

and institution 

Journalist at National level who 

participated in the GCS and 

Climate Change Training 

disseminate the knowledge they 

learned from the training. Some 

major media articles talked about 

REDD+ financial scheme, 

reforestation fund and corruption. 

The subnational media published 

REDD+ initiative challenges. 

In one occasion in a Launching of 

Indonesia’s Forest Portrait, By 

Forest Watch Indonesia (FWI). The 

presenter, journalist from Tempo 

magazine, presented CIFOR’s 

research result on Forest 

Moratorium Logging. This was a 

result produced by GCS REDD+. 

 (High Confidence) 

Interview result with Journalist/ media 

partner 22, 23 

Transcript of Book Launching event 43 

 
Praktik REDD+ Rentan Korupsi (REDD+ is 
vulnerable to corruption)51 
http://sains.kompas.com/read/2011/07/25/1
8444898/Praktik.REDD.Rentan.Korupsi 
 
ICW: Dana Reboisasi bisa jadi ladang korupsi 
(ICW: Reforestation fund is potential to be 
corruption sources)52 

https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/
063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-
ladang-korupsi 
 
Tempo Magazine Online interactive:  
Skema REDD+ Harus Bersaing Secara 
Finansial 
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/
095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-
secara-finansial 47 

 
Subnational/ local media: REDD+ as an idea is 
a success but implementing it is fraught with 
challenges, new global study says 
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-
redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-
implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-
new-global-study-says.html 48 

 
List of media hits referred to GCS key 
findings in 2010 to 2014 49 

http://sains.kompas.com/read/2011/07/25/18444898/Praktik.REDD.Rentan.Korupsi
http://sains.kompas.com/read/2011/07/25/18444898/Praktik.REDD.Rentan.Korupsi
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-ladang-korupsi
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-ladang-korupsi
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2011/05/19/063335405/icw-dana-reboisasi-bisa-jadi-ladang-korupsi
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-secara-finansial
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-secara-finansial
https://m.tempo.co/read/news/2010/11/25/095294512/skema-redd-harus-bersaing-secara-finansial
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
http://borneoclimatechange.org/berita-287-redd-as-an-idea-is-a-success-but-implementing-it-is-fraught-with-challenges-new-global-study-says.html
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  5c4: Input to LoI on REDD+ 

partnership Indonesia and Norway 

Forest Moratorium 

 E1: Established 3E MRV System 

and institution 

 

Proposed revision: 

CIFOR Input to LoI lead to 

establishment of REDD+ Agency 

CIFOR analyzed that forest logging 

moratorium was the way out to 

reduce emission. Planting trees to 

all over the country to sequestrate 

the carbon will not be enough. 

However, the evidence was not 

found that CIFOR provide input to 

Policy on forest moratorium 

logging, Presidential Instruction 

No. 10/ 2011. 

Indonesian Indigenous Peoples 

Alliance (AMAN), The Indonesian 

Forum for Environment (WALHI), 

and other national NGOs, had 

been advocating for forest logging 

moratorium since early of the 

reform era (year of 2000). 

Furthermore after the policy was 

release, CIFOR analyzed the forest 

logging moratorium policy and 

provide feedback to the 

government. The issues brought 

by Murdiyarso et al 2011 on the 

moratorium policy 2010 has to be 

improved and strengthened, 

especially on the peatland carbon 

rich ecosystem. The Presidential 

instruction No. 6/2013 revised the 

earlier policy and took into 

account the concern on the 

Murdiyarso, D., Dewi, S., Lawrence, D., & 

Seymour, F. (2011). Indonesia’s forest 

moratorium: A stepping stone to better forest 

governance? Cifor Working Paper No. 76. CIFOR. 

Verchot, L. V., et al. (2010). Reducing forestry 
emissions in Indonesia. CIFOR.40 

 

Interview with Donor Agency 20, 21 

Interview with CIFOR Senior Scientist 19 

Interview with former policy maker34 

Presidential instruction No. 10/ 201153 

Presidential instruction No. 6/ 201354 
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peatland ecosystem restoration 

and management. 

 (High Confidence) 

  4c: REDD+ National Strategy 

 5c3: Input from LoI 
REDD+ Agency was established 

 E1: Established REDD Agency 

implements REDD and sets REDD 

financing that is 3E+ 

REDD+ Agency was established 

based on indirect input from 

CIFOR to the Letter of Intent (LoI) 

between Government of Norway 

and Government of Indonesia. 

CIFOR’s research on reforestation 

fund was considered when the 

NORAD drafting the LoI. The 

research result had inspired the 

NORAD about the importance of 

independent body/ agency to 

manage the REDD+ fund in 

Indonesia.  

(High Confidence) 

Barr, C., Dermawan, A., Purnomo, H., & 

Komarudin, H. (2010). Financial governance 

and Indonesia’s Reforestation Fund during 

the Soeharto and post-Soeharto periods, 

1989–2009: A political economic analysis of 

lessons for REDD+. CIFOR Occasional Paper 

No 52. CIFOR41 

Interview with Donor Agency 20, 21 

Interview with CIFOR Senior Scientist 19 

Interview with former policy maker34 

 

  1c2: ICEL and LSPP were 
informed by CIFOR co-produced 
research 
 

ICEL and LSPP adopt CIFOR co-

produced research output in their 

contribution to designing Indonesia 

REDD+ Policy 

Based on the interview, there is 

no strong evidence that ICEL and 

LSPP adopted CIFOR co-produced 

research output in their 

contribution to designing 

Indonesia REDD+ Policy. 

However, in 2 ICEL publications on 

forest governance and guidance 

of forest governance, joint 

Interview with national Policy Organization14 

ICEL. 2013. Forest Governance Guideline. 

ICEL44 

ICEL. 2014. Forest Governance Index. ICEL45 
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 1d3: Key policy institutions that 

partner with ICEL and LSPP used 

REDD+ policies that are 3E+ 

Proposed revision 

ToC stop at ICEL and LSPP were 

informed by CIFOR co-produced 

research 

publication of CIFOR and ICEL was 

cited. 

(Moderate Confidence) 

  1c1: Informed Global REDD+ 
research and policy through 
learning from Indonesia case study 
 

Improved policy learning from 

Global Comparison with Indonesia 

 REDD+ Policies that are 3Es 

International NGO learned from 

CIFOR REDD+ case studies. 

CIFOR’s global presence has 

enabled stakeholders from other 

countries to learn the REDD+ 

studies from other countries. 

Through its’ major events, namely; 

Forest Day, Forest Asia and Global 

Landscape Forum, CIFOR has 

informed and improved the 

knowledge of Global audiences. 

However, CIFOR has to increase its 

presence in Indonesia or other 

organizations’ evets, instead of 

only emphasizing to CIFOR own 

events and agendas. 

 (High Confidence) 

Interview with International NGOs 12, 13 

Interview with REDD+ proponent 10 

Interview with independent researcher 24 

Interview with National NGO non CIFOR 

partner 28 
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Policy 
change4 

 1d3: ICEL and LSPP adopt CIFOR 
co-produced research output 
 
Key policy institutions that partner 
with ICEL and LSPP used REDD+ 
policies that are 3E+ 

 E1: Established REDD Agency 
implements REDD and sets REDD 
financing that is 3E+ 

Collaboration with CIFOR has 
contributed to ICEL’s knowledge 
on REDD+. ICEL cited the joint 
publication with CIFOR on their 
published documents. However, 
there is no evidence that ICEL’s 
recommendation lead to policy 
change. 
 
(Moderate Confidence) 

 
Interview with national Policy Organization14 

ICEL. 2013. Forest Governance Guideline. 

ICEL44 

ICEL. 2014. Forest Governance Index. ICEL45 

 

  4d1: REDD Agency was 
established to design REDD+ 
policies 
 
Established REDD Agency 
implements REDD and sets REDD 
financing that is 3E+ 

 E2: Established MRV system and 
institutions  

CIFOR had contribution to the 
establishment of REDD+ Agency 
through the input to LoI between 
Government of Indonesia and 
Government of Norway. CIFOR 
also has participated by providing 
input to REDD+ Agency in 
developing FREL 
 
(High Confidence) 

Indonesia national forest reference emission 

level for deforestation and forest 

degradation (FREL)33 

Interview with government (high rank 

official/ policy maker) 35 

 

  4d2: Informed and improved 
capacity  
Established 3E+ MRV system and 
institutions 

 5d1: Forest moratorium 

 5d2: Input to LoI on REDD 
partnership Indonesia and Norway 

 5d3: Journalist disseminate GCS 
key findings in their media 
publications 

REDD+ National Strategy was 

published in 2012. CIFOR has 

contributed in preparing the 

REDD+ National Strategy. The 

Indonesia’s REDD+ National 

Strategy is based on 5 principles; 

effectiveness, efficiency, fairness, 

transparency and accountability. It 

obvious that the 5 principles 

FREL document 33 

Interview with government (high rank 

official/ policy maker) 35 

Interview with government (researcher) 6 

Focused Group Discussion 30 

                                                           
4 This part of the expected transformation process is crucial for the development objectives of the program but lies beyond the realm of our immediate influence, in the area of 
"non-controllable" indicators for which the boundary partners and national and international policy processes are responsible. 
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 E3: REDD proponents consider 
options that are 3E+ in 
implementing REDD+ 
 
 

 

include the 3E+ principles 

recommended by CIFOR GCS 

REDD+ Research. 

The MRV System or Forest 

Reference Emission Level (FREL) is 

released and submitted by 

Government of Indonesia in COP 

21 Paris in 2015. About 36% of 

scientific references in the FREL 

legal document are CIFOR’s 

scientific publication 

(High Confidence) 

REDD+ Task Force. 2012. REDD+ national 

Strategy. REDD+ Task Force, Government of 

Indonesia46 

  7d: Informed grass root NGOs 
(HUMA) on tenure reform 
 
 

 8d: Developed capacity of local 
communities 

 6d: CIFOR research informed 
REDD+ proponents 
 

REDD Proponents consider options 

that are 3E+ in implementing REDD+ 

 E3: Established 3E+ MRV systems 

and institutions 

REDD+ Proponents considered the 

3+ (5 principles) REDD+ 

implementation as stated in the 

REDD+ National Strategy has to be 

implemented consistently. 

Therefore the benefit will be 

distributed fairly across 

beneficiaries or local 

communities. 

(High Confidence) 

 

Interview with REDD+ Proponent 10 

Sills, E. O., Atmadja, S. S., de Sassi, C., 

Duchelle, A. E., Kweka, D. L., Resosudarmo, I. 

A. P., & Sunderlin, W. D. (Eds.). (2014). 

REDD+ on the ground: A case book of 

subnational initiatives across the globe. 

CIFOR 38 
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Appendix C. Evidence Table 

Chart 

Ref# Subject Source Evidence type Author Reference 

Temporal 

coverage Key words 

1 

Scientific publication on Policy 

Network Analysis Project output CIFOR Working paper Indrarto et al. 

Indrarto, G. B., Murharjanti, P., 
Khatarina, J., Pulungan, I., Ivalerina, 

F., Rahman, J., Prana, M. N., 

Resosudarmo, I. A. 
P. and Muharrom, E. 2012 The 

Context of REDD+ in Indonesia: 

Drivers, agents and institutions. 
Working Paper 92. 

CIFOR, Bogor, Indonesia. 

http://www.cifor.org/publications/pd
f_files/WPapers/WP92Resosudarmo.

pdf 

 2012 

Policy Network 

Analysis 

2 

Engagement and contribution to 

policy change 

High rank Government 

official Interview results Informant 

Analysis social inquiry interviews 

for the CIFOR assessment of GCS 

REDD+. unpub. 2014 REDD-I website 

3 Research partner/ Knowledge user Researcher Interview results Informant 
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